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Editorial -- year, and thirdly for massive Congressional and/orother governmental intervention to stop the Environ-

The Research and mental Protection Agency's sabotage of fertilizer pro-

th du_tion and to ensure that sufficient amounts ofDeve!opment Policy of e fertilizer will be produced for this year's needs.

Wo ng CIass: Assum ng The technical, economic and engineering aspects of
these proposed measures were developed, in the

Responsibility for the courseof only a few days, by the collaborative efforts
and contributions of scores of skilled workers who

Planet's Ecology brought into the research their special expertise and
intimate knowledge of the industry, of dozens of
production engineers, agronomists, industrial
engineers from the auto, chemical, and machine-tools

industries -- and an occasional high-level theoretical

physicist with a fond knackfor things mechanical. The

by Nikos Syvriotis Labor Committees' R&D group took the responsibility
for outlining the parameters of the situation and defin-

I. EmergencyFoodProject ing the problems to be solved. These were fed out

In mid-January ]975, the International Caucus of throughout our communications and organizing net-
Labor Committees' presently unfolding "One works. As responses started flowing back to the R&D
Hundred Days" campaign for a worldwide coordinators, theresult was the most eminentlyquali-
Emergency Food Program is intersecting the most fled programmatic proposals to reverse the economic
profound collapse of production in the history of crisis and restore feverish economic activity through-

capitalism, precisely as we had predicted in early out the country in no more than two months.
December 1974. Just as profound as the collapse in This of course would require passage of these

production is the intellectual bankruptcy of every proposals by Congress, which is a problem...mostly a

layer of the capitalist class, from its top political problem for Congress. When our Emergency Food
executives around moral imbecile Nelson Rockefeller and Tractor Conversion Bills hit Washington, D.C., the
to its financial managers, all the way down to its kept cackling geese on Capitol Hill were in panicked
intelligentsia in the numerous "think-tank" despair. While the Department of Commerce was
institutionS: they are currently displaying the most releasing statistics showing the economy to be in the
grotesque inability to take even one elementary worst shape since the 1930s, Ford was mumbling
measure toward improving either the situation inthe incoherent grunts intended to be taken as the
economy or their own increasingly precarious Administration's economic measures. Rockefeller

political situation, was pushing for Cold War against the Soviet Union,
The Labor Committees' Research & Development Schlesinger for massive increase of war production,

Project was formed shortly after the organization and First National City Bank was acknowledging that
diagnosed the catastrophic world economic situation war production is now the only way out of the
that was to break out in late winter-early spring of economic crisis. In the meantime, Ford's tax rebate

1975. It was instructed to develop such specific studies, undercut the federal budget's ability to underwrite
recommendations and proposals as necessary to war production and forced Secretary of Treasury
reverse the process of world economic collapseio the Simon to more or less take over the country's bond
shortest feasible time. The first such task was

market for the rest of the year in order to finance the
obviously to define the interconnected measures federal deficit- thus leaving the country's major
required to immediately remedy the collapse of the corporations without sources of financing when they
auto sector in the U. S. and Western Europe and to needed it most. The combined effect of these idiotic
simultaneously reverse the inexorable slide toward

measures is that corporate bankruptcies are
destruction of world food production that threatens accelerating and the federal government does not yet
one hundred million human beings in the so-called have the financial means to turn increased war

Fourth World with death by starvation in 1975. production into a credible anti-depression strategy.
The first result was thre e legislative bills, presently The capitalists are now without a tactical plan.

being submitted to the U. S. Congress, calling for What they do have, and what they are trying to push
massive conversion of the auto industry to tractor through Congress and across the country, is a massive
production, secondly for emergency fiscal and austerity and productivity drive that Rockefeller,
administrative measures to the tune of $55 billion to Arthur Burns, Denis Healey, and Sir Gordon
salvage this year's spring planting and restore order Richardson decided on. But Congress cannot lift a
in the agricultural sector for the remainder of the finger in this direction; the men and women that are
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supposed to be sped up and starved are already the Phase III designation, for instance, would be the

sending their own legislation to Washington. The development of fusion power technologies, the funda-

working class and its social allies--scientists, mental breakthroughs in theoretical physics, matte-
engineers, production administrators -- have started matics, etc. that that sort of global management of

elaborating and proposing policies far more natural processes requires.

competent than anything Congress, or the Let us begin with the Phase I type of projects. Toany
Administration, or the elite financial institutions and industrial worker, production engineer, or other quali-

their think-tanks have come up with. fled person it is obvious that this emergency planning
does not end with the Emergency Food and Tractor

ILThe Tasks at Hand Conversion projects. Morally weak, or simply imbecil-

I ic people told us that tractor conversion was impos-

For reasons whose significance will become more sible, utopian, unnecessary, etc. The same was said by

striking as this organizing-programmatic drive ex- such people about food production and fertilizer sup-
pands and develops, the tasks of the Research and De- plies. The workers and others who got down to work to

velopment Project cannot consist of a mere series of supply the actual technical and other specifications
self-contained project studies, but must be continually that proved the feasibility of converting half the U.S.
reexamined and redefined from the standpoint of auto industry to tractor production in three months

ever-expanding needs -- from the standpoint of new were also the people who perceived the open-ended-

needs generated as a result of actions taken to satisfy hess of the undertaking: problems of fuel supply, new
existing needs. The political implications of this neces- machine tool capabilities, raw materials were raised

sary open-endedness in socialist planning, i.e., the su- mostly by the same people who helped solve the initial

periority of "Soviet"-type class-for-itself democratic tractor problem. The same sort of experience is pres-
planning versus the USSR's traditional bureaucratic ently encountered with the Fertilizer Production Proj-

Gosplan procedures, are obvious enough to be merely ect. Once the problem is solved in a satisfactory way
identified here. on one level, the next order of problems is posed: raw

For now, let us stick to the problems at hand, which materials, energy, skilled labor supplies, new ma-

are of two interrelated types. First there are the chine tool requirements, and so forth. As it happens,
i immediate, practical problems of iron necessity that these problems are presently intersected by those cre-

_ the present capitalist collapse-crisis tosses into our ated by the capitalist collapse. Take for instance the
laps for solution (for example, the auto-industry/food situation in machine tool in both the U.S. and Western

production problem). Second, there are equally prac- Europe, as well as in Japan. The international ma-

tical problems but of a different order of immediacy, chine tool industry is now on the verge of shutdown be-

problems which emerge directly out of the solution of cause it is burdened with the highest debt/liquidity ra-
the first type and which lead us directly to the practi- ties of any industry in the world -- precisely the time
cal issues of deliberately managing the planet's entire we need it most. So the working class has no choice but

ecology, energy flows, biomass, all on the behalf of the to develop immediately the actual solutions to this
human species as a whole. This already represents in problem, too.
germ form an altogether new conception of global so-

cialist planning that involves the direct, urgent collab- The Development of Labor Power
oration of Marxist economists, theoretical physicists,

mathematicians, biologists, geographers, et al. Prac- As we proceed with the solution to these problemsl
tically every single area of scientific endeavor is as we must, it becomes obvious to more and more peo-

drawn in and directly endowed with a powerful task- pie that we are not dealing width particular problems

orientation drive. There is nothing bureaucratic-dicta- but with actual global problems. Larger and larger
torial about this task orientation; it is fueled by the masses of workers become directly engaged in global

driving necessity to reverse the capitalist depression- planning-organizing. In turn, this newly emerging
collapse and spare the human race an otherwise inevi- moral quality of world-historical being fuels the

table ecological holocaust by the middle of the next awakening intellectual competence of workers to
decade, solve these problems of economic planning. At this

In the course of R&D work the designation "Phase I point, workers in the advanced sector begin to have a

Projects" has been adapted for the first type of prob- sensuous appreciation of the need for culturally ad-
lems that arise immediately from the depression col- vanced labor power and this shapes their sense of

lapse; the somewhat looser designation "Phase II- practical-moral responsibility to their brothers and
IIr' has begun to be used for the intermediate and sisters in the underdeveloped world.

longer-term projects designed to meet the needs that Given that the greatest shortage in the world today,
arise on the global-ecological level. At the far end of the propaganda of Zero Growth lunatics notwithstand-
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ing, is the shortage of qualified manpower, the work- lar energy, etc. On the whole we are committed to

ing class has a major commitment to rapidly develop maximum availability of conventional energy in an-

the material and cultural standards of Third World ticipation of the fusion power breakthrough.

populations. The obvious economical, rational way to Ill. On the Threshold of a Great Awakening
transmit industrial skills and complementary cultural

levels to large populations that have been completely Periods of great crisis such as the present one are
deprived of the advantages of industrial cultures is to periods of great decisions, as the etymology of the

massively move such working-class population to the Greek word "crisis" suggests. As we find ourselves in
advanced sector where industry is actually located, the midst of modern civilization's gravest crisis, we

Coupled with rational policies of eventual voluntary are aware that not the slightest practical step is of any
repatriation, this policy represents the best way of merit or competence unless it proceeds from the

pairing the solution to the problem of labor shortages standpoint of global ecological planning implicit in the
in the advanced sector with the solution to the problem Labor Committees' present programmatic-organiz-
of low industrial-cultural standards among the work- ing drive. Nothing stands between the human species

ing masses of the Third World. This would be the op- and its destruction in an ecological holocaust in the
timal solution for such regions as Central America, next few years except its willingness to restore to it-

the Middle East, North Africa, the Italian South, self the joy"s and responsibilities of acting as the
Iberia, and so forth. "crown of creation." At this point in history, the will-

The raising of material standards in the Third World ful, deliberate application of man's genius to the sys-
(the increase of protein consumption up to North tematic management of all evolutionary processes on

American per capita levels, for example)can be best this planet has become a practical task on which

accomplished by rapid, mammoth projects such as man's survival depends.

the irrigation of the Sahel, which would make avail- Whether you deal with the immediate practical prob-
able to the world an arable land area five times that lems of restoring industrial production and meeting

presently utilized in the U.S. with potentially twice the elementary human needs, or with the more advanced
yield of the best American black soil ! Equally neces- problems of natural science involved in global-ecologi-

sary projects of similar magnitude are the ones pres- cal planning, you inevitably return to the key
ently proposed by the Labor Committees for the crea- parameter: human cognitive powers. The material

tion of marshes at the mouth of the silt-rich Amazon production bottlenecks cannot be solved unless the
River and for similar utilization of the Ganges and first task of any planning addresses the problem of

Brahmaputra Rivers, which would result in a vastly increasing the amount of culturally qualified

dramatic nutrient increase on the biomass in contigu- manpower able to undertake the tasks of production.
ous ocean waters. The projected Ganges- In a similar fashion, as we find ourselves in the very

Brahmaputra project has the potential of ultimately beginning of an era of global-ecological socialist plan-
feeding four billion people! Similar projects are being ning, where methods and techniques have to be devel-
considered for the irrigation of the Middle East's oped from scratch; again, we know that the key stra-

famous fertile crescent, for the Mekong River, and so tegic parameter is human cognitive powers. It would
forth. The gardening of the Sahara Desert is also un- be wrong to imagine that breaking through the fusion-

der consideration, power problem is the only task of modern science, For
It is at such a point that methods and technologies of decades theoretical physics has been stuck in the mud

global ecological management are forced onto the of a hopeless debate between determinism and entrop-

agenda. What we are in fact proposing involves the ic elementary disorder. As always in the past, this

drastic increase of the planet's biomass, a consider- stagnation and morass in science will be swept away
able increase of the amount of solar energy captured by the intervention of necessity. If the human race is

by photosynthesis likely to involve significant climatic to survive the holocaust organized by the imbecilic
transformations. Our irrigation/desalinization proj- Rockefeller cabal, man must place himself in deliber-

ects are likely to involve decisions about what we do ate command of his actual universe and man's science
with.ocean levels: do we let them drop or do we chip must return to its anthropocentric roots.
down the polar caps? The sheer amounts of energy At this point it becomes obvious that the key

that will be demanded for the realization of these oh- parameter that socialist global-ecological planning
jectives immediately forces the issue of energy policy seeks to maximize at all points is the power of the
not only in the context of our standing commitment to human species as a' whole to increase its cognitive

developing fusion power within a few years but also powers. Proceeding from this it is obvious why the

the immediate short-term energy problem of the ICLC continues to emphasize what seems an appar-
"meantime." Choices will have to be made on a global ently overwhelming concern with rapid economic de-

scale about short-term reliance on petroleum, coal, so- velopment in the advanced sector as a first priority.
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North America,.Western Europe and, to an extent, planning. Since the Labor Committees have
Japan represent today the most culturally/industrial- established beyond question that the central, princi-

ly advanced working class. The accumulated produc- pied criterion of global-ecological socialist planning is

tire and cognitive powers in the working classes of the maximization of society's power to increase its

these sectors, along with the general productive indus- cognitive powers, no further elaboration is necessary
trial environment in which they function today, repre- of a true socialist policy toward the development of

sent human society's "free energy," i.e., that power science, or of the premium placed on providing that

which when realized leads to a general rapid increase necessary environment where the creativity of the in-
in the cognitive and productive powers of society as a dividual human mind can flourish.

whole. It is in this principled sense that we insist that Our tasks as political revolutionary organizers are to
the fastest way of developing the cultural and materi- force self-consciousness among scientists as we do

al standards of life in the Third World is by choosing among the industrial working class. The problems
that optimal course that leads to the fastest possible that the Labor Committees are posing for the scienti-

development of society's "free energy." fic community's attention, of which the development

of fusion poweris only a minor one, are not of our own
The Creative Climate invention. They have been haunting the putrid air of

the halls of science for decades now. Granted that

It is the same principled consideration that defines "social conditions" did not encourage the emergence

the policy of the political working class to its allies in of Promethean Titans in science in the past half

the scientific milieu. In this period of complete century, just the same, toleration of this placid and

degradation of scientific virtue, of commercialization quiescent climate in science would cost the human
of science, the scientist and his science, with a few race its existence.
happy exceptions, has been turned into the degraded From the way we defined the principled central crite-
whore of the corporate executive or the military bu- rion for global-ecological planning it is obvious that

reaucrat. One of the important reasons that science is the human race is today on the verge of an entirely
suffocating is because the moral stink in which scien- new historical era in which human mentation, self-

tists have no choice but to work is in complete viola- consciously and deliberately guiding itself, becomes
tion of the true scientific mind. the crucial vanguard of all evolutionary processes. It

Our task is to continuously provide that moral and so- is just this that Vernadski anticipated with his earlier
cial climate where scientific thought can flourish. For concept of the noSsphere, discussed elsewhere in this

the working class, supplying its scientists with the issue. This emerging world outlook is pregnant with
moral, cultural, and material environment necessary challenging promises, with as yet unknown but won-

for creative thought is, unlike for every other class in derful implications for every field of scientific endeav-
history, not a task of "patronizing the arts and sci- or that men of science must bring to light and
ences" but the central commitment for all economic realization.

January20, 1975
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stood from the more advanced standpoint of the Labor

Committees' conception of negentropic develop-

ment.(1) That the breakthroughs of Vernadski and

Oparin took place within the Soviet Union in the im-
mediate years after the revolutionary transformation

There is no need for minds to be confined at all within
limits! of that society under Lenin's direction is itself im-

R. Descartes, 1628 mediate empirical demonstration of the coherence be-
Whether mankind as we know it continues to exist tween politics and science. The fact that the views of

even into the last decade of the 20th century is an open Vernadski and Oparin contained within themselves un-
question. The nearly five-billion-year hylozoic necessary ideological flaws is not the fault of Vernad-
development of the once sterile planet Earth into ski and Oparin or even of the Bolshevik revolution.

"man's world" -- the modern biosphere -- will be de- Their conceptions were born into a scientific world im-
termined within the next months. Either the mersed in the muck of Darwinian evolutionary theory

potentiality for ecological holocaust or the potentiality elevated to the level of a fundamental premise of bour-

for human species creativity must become actualized geois neurotic ideology. Vernadski and Oparin lacked

on a world scale. In the first instance the biosphere as a social context in which they could battle the notions
a whole, under the subhuman fascist grip of the of Darwin on the advanced theoretical sphere

Rockefellers, will careen uncontrollably down the mediated through an institution engaged in worldwide

pathway toward extinction, for all intents and pur- class struggle. To that extent tl_eir own scientific
poses, this side of the year 1990. In the latter case the works necessarily contained internal concessions to
international working-class movement, as determin- the surrounding milieu of bourgeois reductionist
ing subject, will self-consciously "vectorize" the bio- muck. Vernadski and Oparin are no more at fault for

sphere as a whole toward ever-accelerating negen- this than the Bangladesh victim of cholera or bubonic
tropic development, ensuring the reconversion of the plague is to blame for the current threat of an epi-

world economy to socialist expanded reproduction, demic, simply because he carries the parasites within
Engaged in a struggle for such ultimate stakes, the him.

Labor Committees have from their founding been
based upon the necessity for coherence between what The Alternative Process
the bourgeois reductionist world view defines as the

separate "fields" of politics, philosophy, science, psy- In contrast to the "confinement" of the minds of
chology, and the arts. It is the study of the way in Vernadski and Oparin within bourgeois "limits," the

which the individual human mind conceptualizes the alternative process is well illustrated by the
process described by the 19th century poet Shelley as unprecedented impact which the German edition of

mind "bursting" its own circumference, which fur- NCLC Chairman Lyn Marcus' Beyond Psychoanalysis

nishes the appropriate model for understanding had upon professional and other strata withinthe West

human political economy's dominant relation to the German Federal Republic.(2) The mere publication of
biosphere as a whole. Thus, the problem of generating Marcus' work in West Germany threw the entire

a common language between revolutionary politics intellectual community of that country into an uproar.
and advanced science (which only a psychotic with As a related but not fundamental feature of the
acute suicidal tendencies would deny is of the utmost impact, the individuals responsible for translation of

urgency) is fundamentally a question of locating the the document from English into German returned to
rules for the direction of the universally creative the works of Kant, Hegel, Feuerbach, and Marx to

minds of the world's population themselves taking utilize the more advanced conceptual potential of the

overall social responsibility for not only surviving an language associated with German Critical
ecological holocaust, but in that very process laying Philosophy. The concepts developed by Marcus in his
the foundations for the immediate reconstruction of Work appeared to have the "ring" of this earlier

the world economy. Thereby, socialist man takes on period. But merely this correspondence is not
self-conscious responsibility for the further evolution sufficient to explain the process behind the immediate

and extension of the human biosphere, polarization of key segments of the West German
In its fundamental features this transformation of the intellectual community.

human biosphere beyond itself is embodied in V.I. The very polemic of the work forced many Germans
Vernadski's cruder but essentially correct self- to confront their own lost sense of history in the most

reflexive conception of the leap from the biosphere to profound sense. Why? Because their search for

the no,sphere. As we shall see shortly, the creative history immediately raises up the horrors and
work of Vernadski and his more famous contempo- collective guilt of a nation at once victim to, but also

rary A. I. Oparin, taken together, can only be under- participant in, the Nazi regime. To any middle-aged
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German the images of the Schacht-Hitler era, that extent can one locate one's own particular

immediately followed by the even worse horrors of the identity in history.

postwar period, of a nation of bestial scavengers
pawing through bombed-out rubble, throw up such I. Marx versus Malthus
overwhelming feelings of agony and degradation that
the entire sense of self is threatened. If one were not to We can extend more compassion in a very real sense

block out those images, one would ultimately be faced to the modern German struggling out of his emptiness
with the fear of "coming apart," of going insane. That than we can to the blunders associated with Friedrich

awesome fear is clinically associated with the dread Engels' banalization of Marx's method, in particular
that there is nothing behind the plastic masks of even his implantation of the parasite of bourgeois
one's closest comrades and loved ones, for they too reductionist science within the working-class

must suffer as "I" without any identity in history, movement, despite Engels' otherwise heroic contribu-
Beyond Psychoanalysis, as a paradigm for creative tions to the revolutionary struggle. Once an individual

scientific breakthroughs in general, confronted the locates himself as a world historical figure, as Engels
roots of these fears in the most polemical fashion certainly did through his own achievements and his

possible. "Yes, you have a history, an extremely longstanding association with Marx, a different order

profound one but not in anything explicitly German. If of criteria are required. Wearing the mantle of the
you search for a history in the Prussian monad sense Marxian tradition alone within the world working-

of nationhood, your actual psychological identity class movement after his comrade's death, Engels
would be just as insane as if you identified your past however drew back in terror, and his works during
with the psychosis of the Third Reich. From a human those later years are of a criminal and primitive char-
standpoint, your own self estimation would be just as acter when measured against even his own earlier
bestial and morally repulsive." Beyond works !

Psychoanalysis locates a sense of identity in German An intensive study of Engels is currently being
Critical Philosophy and Karl Marx, not as "local undertaken within the Labor Committees, and it is
beings" of the German nation but as world historical therefore not our intention to present here the tragedy

figures. "Your identity rests with Hegel and Marx to associated with his merely primitive grasp of Marx's

the extent that you, like they, strive to see yourself in key conceptions of sensuous human historical

world historic terms." To the extent to which all one's experience within a worldwide expanding productive
creative potential is currently mobilized to defeat economy. For our present purposes it is sufficient to

Rockefeller and avert ecological holocaust, only to identify Engels' failure to assimilate the germ of the
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Marxian world view in the early 1840s as the not realize that "by discovering the 'geometrical'

fundamental root of the later Engels' blunders with progression in the animal and plant kingdom, he
respect to bourgeois science. This failure to overthrew Malthus' theory." In the second instance he

conceptualize the essence of Marxism in the mentions that the mere existence of man, with his

epistemological sphere led to Engels' renunciation of existing mental capacities for technologically
the central polemic of his and Marx's career on the creating the preconditions for progress to higher
very day that he stood alone: the polemic against the levels of social reproduction, also directly refutes the
views of Parson Thomas Malthus. Malthusian nature of Darwin's work.

As he stood above the open grave of Marx on March Engels himself was certainly not ignorant of the
t7, 1883, giving a eulogy he knew would be discussed Malthusian essence of Darwin's views and identified it

and internalized by millions of workers and socialists explicitly while Marx was still alive. It was Engels

around the world, Engels said, "As Darwin discovered who showed that the perfect Darwinian world was the

the law of evolution in organic nature, so Marx bestial world of Thomas Hobbes' pit, where the jungle
discovered the law of evolution in human history; the rules of "survival of the fittest" first reared their head

simple fact, previously hidden under ideological inthe service of political reaction :
growths, that human beings must first of all eat,

drink, shelter and clothe themselves before they can And because the condition of Man...is a condition of
turn their attention to politics, science and Warre of everyone against every one; in which case

religion .... " every one is governed by his own Reason; and there
is nothing he can make use of, that may not be a help

Engels' capitulation is unconsciously revealed in unto him, in preserving his life against his enemyes;
this reversal of his previous insight into the base It followeth, that in such a condition, every man has
features of Charles Darwin. In his early studies of the a Right to every thing; even to one anothers body.Leviathan (1651)
oppressed conditions of the British working class, and

throughout his years of collaboration with Marx, Royalist Hobbes, the enemyof the English Revolution,
Engels identified Malthus' "overpopulation" theories was the student of Francis Bacon, the founding father

and defense of Britain's brutal Poor Laws as the key of empirical philosophy -- what Hegel describes as
ideological enemy of the working-class movement, the acceptance of the "finite and worldly as such."

Yet now Engels' own incoherence between his Engels, along with Marx, spent his life keeping

dabbling relation to science and his own commitment Malthus out of the front door, so to speak. Yet from the
to class politics led him to hold Darwin up as a model first hours in which he stood alone, he allowed the
for Marx: the very same Darwin who traced his own bestial parson in through the servants' entrance in the
theory of "natural selection" and "species variation" guise of Darwinian reductionism. For this alone it is

to- Parson Malthus! Engels, not Malthus, who better merits Marx's
condemnation of "sin against science."

In October 1838, that is, fifteen months after I had It is this "sin" which is behind the attempts of even

begun my systematic enquiry, I happened to read for Oparin and Vernadski (not to mention nearly 100
amusement Malthus On Population, and being well
prepared to appreciate the struggle for existence years of lesser biologists) to place their works within
which everywhere goes on from long-continued the "progressive" tradition of Darwin's evolution

observation of the habits of animals and plants, it at theory. With blind faith Western and Communist sol-once struck me that under these circumstances
favourable variations would tend to be preserved entists have picked Darwinianism out of the gutter as
and unfavorable ones to be destroyed. The result of a weapon against the religious dogmas of "Divine
this would be the formulation of new species. Here, Will" or "Vital Force." Except for the British holiststhen, I had at last got a theory by which to work.

Autobiography of Charles Darwin of the 1920s, whom we shall discuss later, all 20th

century biology and related fields are based upon the
Darwin's basis in the tradition of Parson Malthus is foundations of Darwin. Oparin quotes Darwin and de-

no obscure scholarly fact, requiring years of sifting scribes the biochemical history -- the very history

through yellowed manuscripts to discover. The which itself is the best empirical proof for negentropy
Malthusian nature of Darwin's theories is the central -- as a process of "natural selection." Almost all text-

core of Darwin's work, and in fact was common books written today in the fields of biophysics, bioen-

knowledge in the 19th century for Darwin himself paid ergetics, genetics, ecology, biochemistry, etc., begin

his intellectual debt to Malthus in everything he wrote, with a preface upholding the progressive tradition of
Marx was certainly well aware of the problem. In at Darwin. Virtually every modern researcher in the bio-

least two sections of his notes on The Theories of logical sciences is proceeding with work on the micro-

Surplus Value he directly raises the problem of the biological level from the fundamental Darwinian as-

relation between Malthus and Darwin for further sumption that evolutionary development has its locus

study. In one instance he says that Darwin himself did within the individual member of the species and its
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"individual competitive advantage" for survival on First World War and the subsequent victory of
its own or by "mutating" such advantages, fascism. The urgent necessity for science to

The notorious worldwide debate which centered synthesize modern biological/ecological investigation
around the views of Soviet biologist Lysenko in the from the starting point of advanced mathematical

.1940s and Cold War era can only be understood in the physics and Marx's conception of expanded worldwide

more general epistemological context developed production was befogged for another generation and a
above. The rise of Lysenko and his collaborators to half. With the door opened again, Darwinian
hegemony in Soviet biology in 1937 is associated with a reductionism rushed back into the room! At the

rejection of the gene theory of inheritance in favor of subsequent conjunctural crisis of world capitalism,
"environmental determinism." In actual terms the Rockefeller's spiffed-up Malthusian notion of "Zero
cause celebre associated with Lysenkoism had Population Growth" emerged hegemonic within the

absolutely nothing to do with whether a nee- scientific community.
Lamarckian view of the "inheritability of acquired Modern science had indeed been disarmed[ Harold

characteristics" was valid or not. Evolution theory, F. Blum, in his Time's Arrow and Evolution, wrote
modern genetics, and approaches to microbiological that the second law of thermodynamics proves Dar-
phenomena were relatively minor predicates to tl_e winian evolution theory of natural selection. At the

raging polemics, as was evident from each same time, Oparin, Schroedinger, Haldane, et al. (as

combatant's inability to conduct the debate in the 20th we shall investigate shortly) wrote that the hylozoic
century! The more substantive conceptual problems evolution of organic from inorganic matter proves
posed for modern science after the overthrow of the that entropy guides inorganic processes while Darwin-

Newtonian Universe were never even approached, as tan natural selection and negative entropy determine

the debate remained mired in the cesspool of mere organic development. It is a lawful but tragic occur-

ideology, rence that even the leading "holist" scientists (in

Ironically, what Western pamphleteers (in the biology and physics) went down with the sinking ship.
worst Malthusian sense of the term) isolated as the Today Malthus and his protege Darwin reign supreme

most degenerate features of "communist science"-- in advanced biology on the sub-microscopic and
centralized control of research direction and ecologic-evolutionary levels, both among Western and

theoretical discussion, science as a subsumed vehicle Soviet scientists.

of overall socio-economic planning, and the necessity

to mobilize scientific brainpower to the immediate "Nature's Mighty Feast"
concern of expanding agricultural production -- were

actually the best features of the Soviet scientific Darwinism is rampant precisely because

community (notwithstanding the peculiarly primitive Malthusianism is deliberately propagated by the
ignorance of the scientific administrator Lysenko ruling forces. The antihuman views of Parson Malthus

himself with regard to actual modern scientific come back nearly two centuries after the 1798 publi-

theory), cation of his Essay on the Principle of Population, As

To the extent that the Soviet critique, on the other ff Affects the Future Improvement of Society, in the
hand, partially landed upon the implicit reactionary form of John D. Rockefeller III's "Zero Population
nature of the "genetics revolution" encased within Growth," i.e. the literal autocannibalization of the

positivist science, they were correct in so far as they world working class. As Marx and Engels were the
went in that direction. Crapulent capitalist society is first to point out, it is the deliberate increase in the

the favored breeding ground for "mad scientists" and social-reproductive quality and quantity of society's
other strains of anti-human vermin. Yet the Soviets, labor power through technological improvement
entrapped by their own bourgeois reductionist notions during the course of history which has allowed the
of science, committed themselves to fighting the human spec|es to overcome the recurrent crisis of

battle on the ideological terms defined for them. They limited resources and seeming overpopulation. The

held up the "materialist determinist" nonsense of only overpopulation problem in the past 176 years has

Engels and his even worse epigones in dialectical been the overpopulation of the world by capitalists in
"theory" as their own positivist standard, further general and Malthusians in particular at every recur-

contributing to the total breakdown of morale among rence of capitalist conjunctural crises. Every time the

all modern scientific cadre, capitalist class has instituted domestic or imperialist
As an immediate consequence of the ideological looting methods to stave off collapse, Malthusians

banality which the Lysenko debate evoked from both have arisen to scream that "unproductive

sides, the missing subject was never located: the consumers" must be eliminated in order to keep
modern scientist's acute moral crisis resulting from "parsons" and their masters well fed and to avoid the

the failure of global socialist transformation after the acceleration of the crisis. They have viewed that por-
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Figure 1: Malthus' anti-human theory about the opposition reactionaries, human population has increased exponentially
between the geometric rise in population and the merely arith- since the Neolithic Revolution in 8,000 B.C. precisely to the
metic rise in food supply was stolen outright from the reaction- extent that forms of social organization have raised the basis for
ary section of the French nobility in the years immediately be- expanding human society in successive technological break-
fore the French Revolution. Contrary to the political fears of the throughs.
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The exponential "take-off" point in the late 18th century should significant "take-off" point at approximately 8,000 B.C. -- the so-
be noted -- the bourgeois victories in the United States and called Neolithic Revolution in which man domesticated animals
France marking the beginning of the capitalist Industrial and initiated agriculture. Under a worldwide socialist economy
Revolution. If the graph were drawn to different scale, and our within the years ahead, both curves extended slightly to the right
time line was extended to the left, one would notice an equally will show another exponential leap
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tion of the work force that they intend to squeeze out of

the productive process as essentially non-human and

fit for the scrap heap; these "useless eaters" (in
Rockefeller's "modern" terminology, the Fourth

World) have no right to "nature's mighty feast." The

stated policy of Rockefeller's Marie Antoinette,
Aurelio Peccei of the fascist Club of Rome, is "Let
them eat each other!"

To understand the original Malthus and not the

insane mutant strains represented by the
Rockefellers, he must be situated within the context of

the English reaction to the French Revolution.

Malthus had a vested interest in keeping the dreaded
upheaval in French society from spreading. By
defending the landed aristocracy and the state church

against the rising capitalist class, he thereby ensured Charles Darwin
the need for the propagation of parasites such as

parsons upon productive society. To keep production
from breaking down after the "useless consumers"

were eliminated, Malthus urged that the accumu-
lation of wealth be given to members of his own para-

sitical segment of society. As Marx noted, Malthus is II. The Sewer Tradition of Natural Science
little more than a "sweetener for the sojourn of the

ruling class," since he plagiarized nearly every word It was not merely that Darwin the naturalist cribbed
he wrote, his anarchist theories from Malthus the reactionary

It is a perilous irony that the thousands upon pamphleteer; it was Malthus the plagiarist who stole
thousands of scientists who have placed themselves in his material outright from the mid-18th century

the Darwinian "scientific" tradition during the 115 French nobility's last resort to the impending pulse of
years since the publication of the Origin of the Species revolution -- the gutter tradition of naturalism as a po-

little realize that the Malthusian solution to develop- litical weapon.

ment, reproduced in Darwin's views, opposes all The race "science" of Hitler, Mussolini and the
technological/scientific intervention into the "natural lunatics associated with the Rockefellers today has its
course"of events, roots in the French aristocracy's think-tankers in the

decades immediately before the revolution, the right-

A struggle for existence inevitably follows from the wing elements of what has become known as the Ency-
high rate at which all organic beings tend to
increase. Every being, which during its natural life- clopaedists. Beginning in the late 1730s, a number of
time produces several eggs or seeds, must suffer studies began appearing on the relationship between
destruction during some period of its life, and during increasing urban population and decreasing food
some season or occasional year, otherwise, on the
principle of geometrical increase, its numbers would supplies. Reports on the East Indian orangutans, Cape
quickly become so inordinately great that no country Hottentots, American Indians and Australian abor-

could support the product. Hence, as more igines began circulating in the boudoirs of Paris. Itindividuals are produced than can possibly survive,
there must in every case be a struggle for existence, was from these studies that Parson Malthus stole his
either one individual with another of the same famous dictum about the geometric tise in population
species, or with the individuals of distinct species, or
with physical conditions of life. It is the doctrine of as opposed to the arithmetic increase in the food
Malthus applied with manifold force to the whole supply. (see Figure 1)
animal and vegetable kingdoms; for in this case Most well-known and massive of these studies was
there can be no artificial increase of food, and no pru-
dential restraint from marriage. Although some the 44 volume Histoire Naturelle of the Comte de
species may be now increasing, more or less rapidly, Buffon (1707-88), which began appearing in print in
in numbers, all cannot do so, for the world would not
hold them. 1749. Buffon's basic theme was that since life multi-

Origin of the Species plies so much faster than the food supply, the inexor-
able result was intense "struggle for existence"

What need, then, has the world for science? among the various species andindividuals within each
The fundamental essence of Darwin's theories is given species. "Improvement" in this order of things

that they were not his but Malthus'; the essence of he termed "degeneration" away from the more
Parson Malthus, in turn, was that he was a plagiarist, natural states of God's creation: "Nature turns upon

in addition to his other despicable qualities, two steady pivots, unlimited fecundity which she has
J
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given to all species; and those innumberable causes of around the world as well as within Europe during the
destruction which reduce the product of this fecun- last four decades of the 19th century and up until the

dity." The 20th century's eugenicists, behaviorists, First World War. The German victory in the Franco-
and other accredited madmen would have little Prussian War of 1870-71 and the crushing of the Paris

quibble with Buffon's formulation: Commune led directly to proclamations of Teutonic
"fitness" to survive and to rule, the most vicious cele-

You unjustly compare, it may be said, an ape who is bration of German "local being." In the 20th centurya native of the forests with the man who resides in
polished society. To form a proper judgment this sewer science tradition is more widely associated
between them, a savage man and an ape should he with the moral repugnance appropriate to the names
viewed together; for we have no just idea of man in a
pure state of nature....There is as great a distance Mussolini, Schacht, Hitler and, of course, the brothers
between man in a pure state of nature and a Hotten- Rockefeller.
tot, as there is between a Hottentot and us. Over the past four centuries, reductionist natural

science has been mobilized on the side of political reac-

It was Buffon's personal good fortune to die the year tion at each moment of revolutionary social upheaval:
before the French Revolution. The sans culottes Thomas Hobbes in the 17th century against the

brought his son to the guillotine in his stead. The son, English Revolution, Buffon et al against the French

making the unfortunate tactical decision to use his Revolution in the 18th century, Malthus against the
world-famous father as recommendation against rising British proletariat in the first half of the 19th

decapitation, was heard to remark, "But...but... century, Darwin and the social Darwinians in the
Citizens, my name is Buffon!" -- at which point the second half of the 19th century against the First Inter-
great blade fell. national and the Paris Commune, German-Italian fas-

Unhappily, this gutter tradition of "science" was cist science in the first half of the 20th century against
not cut out so easily. Buffon'sNatural History was the the Russian Revolution and upsurge in the advanced

principal influence for the conceptions of evolutionary sector, Rockefeller-fostered "Zero Population
theory advancedbyErasmus Darwin (Charles' grand- Growth" in the last decade against the imminent
father) in his 1794 Zoonomia and passed down to his potential for world revolution.

grandson. In each instance of conjunctural crisis, the underly-
In the years of intense class struggle during the ing terror that there is "no way out," i.e., the absence

middle 19th century, Darwin and a host of other neo- of a conception of man's creative potential to deter-

Malthusians again performed informal "think tank" mine "progress" beyond the crisis point through scien-
services for the European bourgeoisie. Darwin tific breakthroughs and social organization on a
classified the Hottentot tribes of the Cape of Good higher level, expresses itself in the political motif of

Hope as members of the same species as orangutans. "Every man for himself." Science as it exists for the

Three of Darwin's contemporaries, "enlightened" by mind of the empiricist, the mind which denies its own

Darwin's theories of evolution, are representative of coherency, at such moments exposes its underlying
the entire lot: vicious ideological prejudices by 'coming out' of the

laboratory -- onto the side of reaction.

Carl Vogt, Lectures on Man (1864) : "Young orangs We must view this process in its broadest sweep, in
and chimpanzees are good-natured, amiable, intelli- the context of the two philosophic traditions whichgent beings, very apt to learn and become civilized.
After the transformation they are obstinate savage emerged from the late Renaissance: the humanist and
beasts, incapable of any improvement. And so it is anti-humanist empiricist. The one reveals the struggle
with the Negro." for, and the other the denial of, coherence between the

Pouchet, The Plurality of the Human Race (1864): individual creative mind, its infinitude, and the
"Examples are not wanting of races placed so low external world. The fundamental opposition between

that they have quite naturally appeared to resemble these two world views is epitomized in the contrastingthe ape tribe. These people, much nearer than our-
selves to a state of nature, deserve on that account minds of two 17th century philosophers, Rene

every attention on the part of the anthropologist." Descartes and, Francis Bacon. As discussed by

Henry Piddington, Memorandum on an Unkown Marcus in Beyond Psychoanalysis and elsewhere, the.
Forest Race (1855): "We have upon three points of humanist tradition is reflected in the works of Des-
continental India the indubitable fact...that there are
wild tribes existing which the native traditional cartes, Spinoza, Kant, Hegel, Feuerbach, Marx and in
names liken to the Orang-Utang, and my own know- every creative artist, scientist, and musician over the
ledge certainly bears them out; for in the gloom of a past four centuries. Flowing from Bacon, the fearful
forest, the individual I saw might as well pass for an
Orang-Utang as a man." tradition of empiricism is best associated with Locke,

Berkely, Hume and every banal conception of science
The tradition of social Darwinianism was used by and art during the same time span. The tension

imperialist European countries to justify their looting between these two traditions has been expressed in an
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array of fraudulent dualities: mind or matter, man or years later, in 1838, he picked up Parson Malthus "for
nature, organic or inorganic, practical invention or amusement" and at long last discovered his theory.
scientific theory, fixed laws or chaos, concrete or uni- At the very end of his life, Darwin looks back at him-

versal, religion or science, etc. self:
Bacon, the original encyclopaedist, resolved the

dilemma inherited from the Middle Ages by negating My mind seems to have become a kind of machinefor grinding general laws out of large collections of
the infinite in the here and now, while the brilliant facts, but why this should have caused the atrophy of
Descartes located "perfection" in the continuously that part of the brain alone, on which the higher

self-perfecting mental processes of the creative in- tastes depend, I cannot conceive. A man with a mindmore highly organized or better constituted than
dividual. In the Middle Ages Christianity had posed mine, would not, I suppose, have thus suffered; and
the problem of perfection, i.e., the true infinite, in a if I had to live my life again, I would have made a

rule to read some poetry and listen to some music at
fashion unsolvable within the context of feudal so- least once every week; for perhaps the part of my
ciety, where speculative thought was the sole domain brain now atrophied would thus have been kept
of the clergy and doctors of theology, divorced from active through use...

any general social context. Christianity placed the in-
finite in man's soul. Hegel described this as separat- We now have some comprehension of the enormity

ing the "divine and supersensuous content" from the of Friedrich Engels' "sin against science" in compar-
world and shutting itself up "within itself in the ing Marx to Darwin. One can react only with moral

center-point of the individual." Consequently, the ex- outrage at Engels! At just the moment when a world-
ternalnatural world of heart and feeling, of human na- historic presence was needed Engels introduced his

ture and temptation, had to be resisted. Bacon's solu- own terror of intellectual potency, his unconscious

tion was todeny universality as knowable, fear that his creative inadequacies would prevent him

Instead Bacon posited experience as the only source from carrying on "the tradition." Therefore Engels

of true and absolute knowledge. His epistemology is .substituted empiricism for 'Marxism' !

incapable of conceptualizing any universal because
the world in which man has his experiences is corn- III. The Queen of the Sciences
posed of distinct, unrelated things. The philosopher is
left incoherent -- either studying a decorticated meta- In the year 1781 one man in Europe embodied all the

physics (the "science of causes") or a decapitated mighty creative spirit of the French Revolution in the
physics (the effects of these "causes" according to launching of the Critical Philosophers' war on empir-
certain fixed laws). This incoherent world of man is icism. Immanuel Kant reaffirmed the infinite capac-

the basis for "natural science" and "natural history." ities of the human mind for self-expansi0n by mobil-
Bacon's "natural science" places "the end of each izing metaphysics, once Queen of the Sciences, to the

individual man in himself," as a self-contained unit. offensive against empirical reason. In the first pre-

The ultimate end of every animal, man included, face to his Critique of Pure Reason Kant founds the

according to Bacon, is its own "'self-preservation.'" basis for all modern science. Human mind must now

Survival of the fittest...The jungle psychology of capi- take on the most difficult of all tasks ever posed before
talist individuality rears its head for the first time! by history, the struggle for a self-reflexive conception
Mind denying its own creative potential -- the empiri- of knowledge. The thing-in-itself, the scientific fact is
cist mind -- is quite literally and expression of insan- unknowable. "I have made completeness my chief

ity. The act of self-menticide necessarily raises the aim," shouts Kant into the world which had just wit-
most awesome terrors of death and impotence, nessed what only he understood: the collective

Darwin's Autobiography, two centuries later, is an strength of human mentation to change the world.

excellent clinical studyof the empiricist. "I workedon The critique of pure reason is Kant's "critical"
true Baconian principles," writes Darwin, "and method itself, the human mind's freedom under

without any theory collected facts on a wholesale necessity ofenquiryintoself-knowledge:
scale." He describes as his "intellectual" pursuits

beating dogs ("enjoying the sense of power"), shoot- I have entered upon this path -- the only one that has

ing birds (through his adult life he kept a string remained unexplored- and flatter myself that infollowing it I have found a way of guarding against
attached to his belt; everytime he shot a bird he tied a all those errors which have hitherto set reason, in its

knot in the string) and collecting beetles! The non-empirical employment, at variance with itself.I
have not evaded its questions by pleading the insuf-

creatively dead mind, the mind enveloped in fat, ficiency of human reason.
labels, categorizes, weighs and collects. When Darwin
returned from his famous voyage on the Beagle, his Kant does not merely elevate old Queen Metaphysics

letters are filled with complaints about the "vile, back to her throne as she used to be -- dogmatic,

smoky" London -- modern industrial England. Two skeptical, weary, and indifferent to man's actions.
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Kant's metaphysics becomes the battlefield upon IV. The "Holistic" Approach
which the struggle of freedom/necessity is fought.
Self-reflexive human knowledge, continuously self-

developing, provides philosophy with a completely It should not be surprising at this point to discover
new rigorous conception of metaphysics as creative that most of the breakthroughs in approaching the
scientific, enquiry. From this standpoint, Kant pro- question of evolution from a non-Darwinian standpoint
ceeds to demolish the empiricist method as mere took place immediately after the Russian Revolution,
"opinion" about "appearances." among biologists associated with either the working

The development of human scientific knowledge as class movement in Great Britain or the Vernadski-

self-developing can now be posed as a progressive con- Oparin school itself. Furthermore, in every instance

tribution to the organization of the world. It is with the scientists concerned had each struggled through to
Hegel that modern science restores to itself its pos- a synthesis, in one form or another, between German

itive content through the union of the concrete and the Critical Philosophy and modern science.
universal in purposeful activity, "not only something J.B.S. Haldane had developed a passionate commit-

appearing as a result of necessity, but, because it has ment to Kant before he entered upon his career as a

returned to itself, the last or the result is just as much biologist. C.H. Waddington was a neo-Hegelian who
the first which starts the process, and is to itself the utilized Hegel to demolish Darwin's theory of "natural
purpose which it realizes, selection."

With Hegel's contributions to the understanding of After discussing Hegel's conception of interrelated

the fundemental processes of human noetic activity process between man and all organic and inorganic
We have the potential to focus the "concrete uni- matter, Waddington offers the following "proof" of
versal" for science on the scientist's own creative the "soundness" of Darwin's views. Suppose that a

mental processes. AS coherent subject, the creative man decided to contemplate the relation between the

scientist through his own contributions to the progres- acorn and the oak, but that when he approached the

sive development of society as a whole has the task of tree a great wind shook all the acorns to the ground.
reproducing in others that capacity to "progress" According to Darwin, chides Waddington, the man in

society tohigherandhighermodes of existence, question would immediately be attacked by a vicious

With Feuerbach's extension of this self-developing army of acorns fighting for their "fitness" to surivie
creative process (freedom/necessity) into the realm against man. Were they unable to defeat the man,
of sensuous human species existence, as that which they would obviously become extinct instantly.

distinguishes man as a species, the preconditions were Oparin returned to the 6th century B.C. Ionian philo-
set for Marx's scientific breakthroughs in the early sophers' notions of hylozoic development, the unity of
1840s. The struggle for human social creative solution inorganic and organic matter in a process of infinite
(freedom) beyond the constraints of present social change, to come at the modern humanist tradition

organization of capitalist society (necessity) is a con- from the unguarded rear. He, along, with Vernadski,
tinuousprocess of expandingthe world's social-repro- also looked to the brilliant methodology of Louis

ductive organization to ever and ever higher modes. It Pasteur as a 19th century embodiment of the tradition

is through man's own hegemonic relation to "nature," of Cartesian science. Yet, most of all, Oparin devel-

exercised in technological innovation, that crises of oped his views in the scientific climate partially
apparent material resource scarcities are shaped by Vernadski himself.

superseded. As society as a whole transforms the It was Vernadski who self-consciously located his
social content of man's contributions from labor own work in the creative humanist tradition from the

power to human power, the working class itself will Late Renaissance through German Critical Philo-
evolve into a species of scientists. It is through the sophy, and in his later work attempted to synthesize

mediation of "nature" that man will create his own the two pathways of the 19th century -- Marxist

"natural" environment, humanism and mathematical physics. It is hardly
As a consequence of Engels' blunders and Marx's surprising therefore that of them all, it is Vernadski's

ignorance of developments in 19th century mathema- work alone which stands on its own feet from an

tical physics, Marx's conceptions were alienated from advanced conceptual standpoint, and it is Vernadski's
the most advanced work occurring in the 19th century, books which are least accessible in the modern world

The 20th century scientist whose conceptual devel- of empirical science.
opment crudely straddled the two pathways (the one The essence of the "holistic" approach can be seen

of Marx, the other of Gauss, Riemann, Cantor, Kline by the fraudulent "aquarium" problem which is
and Einstein) before Marcus synthesized them into directly implied by a Darwinian approach to evolution

the subsuming gestalt of negentropy, was V.I. and ecology. If one assumes that all modern plants

Vernadski. .and animals have a natural propensity to reproduce
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themselves at the expense of other individuals, and approach settled once and for all the problem of "re-

that the fittest to survive will survive, then it is impos- versibility" inherent in Darwinian natural selection:
sible for the number of individuals and species to grow the "logic" of Darwinian evolution places no neces-
exponentially, as they in fact have, unless one sary ecological value judgment on the continuing self-

assumes that there is also an "aquarium keeper" development of the evolutionary process. Contrary to

(God, vital force, parsons, etc.) to change the water "natural selection," however, the biosphere cannot
and charcoal filter. It is conceivable, at best, for a cer- survive if the human species is propelled backward

rain period of time to generate a Lamarckian toward advancedapespeciesexistence.

aquarium of "all guppies" undergoing variations until A positive notion of evolutionary development must
one guppy adapts such that it is able to break through escape the realm of linear development entirely,

the glass, walk over and eat the startled laboratory something the "holists" were unable to do. Haldane,
assistant! for instance, assumes that all genetic variations are

fluctuations off a "species equilibrium." He defines

Figure 2_ the problem of hylozoic evolution from the standpoint
of an assumed ecological balance, upon which the
"force of genetic mutation" operates. This "force,"

__ii _ acting over long periods of time, accounts for the

_ extinction of old species and creation of new ones.Thus, Haldane, like Darwin, ultimately adopts the
model of branches off an evolutionary tree to

demonstrate the "blind alley" and "missing links" of
phylogeny.

,.,.....,v..,

Species development, however, at once determines
and is determined by the accelerating advance of

Individual Ecology energy throughput of the biomass as a whole. Within

every given mode of biospheric energy throughput,
The anti-Darwinians approach the ecology from the

the totality of species existence does indeed constitute
interrelation down to the species individual and not

an apparent "balance" of ecological relationships for
the other way. Variations in individual species that mode. The invariant feature of evolution,
capability and behavior has an effect on an entire food however, cannot be located at any fixed moment but
chain, the food chain upon food "webs," and "food

only in the negentropic development of the biosphere
webs" upon the ecology as a whole. (see Figure 2) as a totality to the next higher mode of energy
The Darwinian on the other hand would set up the

throughput potential. The propagation of new species

"aquarium" concept, even, say, on the Galapadus (unit gene "pools" for potential existence in a future
Islands, focus in on two individuals and see who wins.

ecology), and conversely the "extinction" of
Vernadski's conception of "growth energy" is useful

"outmoded" species, are subsumed features of the
to introduce here. If one begins with the Darwinian

overall thermodynamics of the biosphere. A species
bias toward the individual then that individual's poten-

comes to an evolutionary end (though it may
tial to grow, barring obstacles and assuming favor-
able nutrients, is unlimited until the entire given persist) when it no longer alters its ecological

interrelationships toward a net increase in free
volume is covered: wall to glass wall guppies. Under
these circumstances it would take a primitive single- energy, thereby enhancing the total biosphere

celled organism called the coccus (size:.000000000001 potential in the direction of the next highest energymode.
cubic centimeters) less than 36 hours to cover the

With the development of modern man since the
globe; an elephant would take slightly longer,
approximately 1,100 years because of the slower Pleistocene, the dominant species of the biosphere has

evolved the capacity to conceptualize its speciesgestation period, lower growth energy, etc. Yet, this
is not at all like the distribution of animals one finds in relationship to its own ecology. Homo sapiens sapiens

the modern biosphere, has altered the ecological conditions for the
evolutionary development of all animal and plant
species, Homo sapiens sapiens included. The

Conscious Intervention biosphere can "advance" to the next thermodynamic
mode only if that hegemonic species itself self-

The "holist" approach in modern biology opened consciously transforms qualitatively its control over

key avenues of investigation in evolutionary theory, the broader ecological and species relationships which

giving man the ability to self-consciously intervene it has unconsciously brought into being. The modern
into his own ecological environment. In addition this biosphere, in short, must "leap" to the socialist sphere
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where human ecology assumes conscious Several of the terrestrial envelopes, for instance the

responsibility for the negentropic invariant of atmosphere, had been known for centuries, but known

evolution, as unrelated to others. At the close of the 18th century,
after the great age of exploration, the French chart-

V. The Biosphere maker de Fleurieu recognized the "ensemble of all theknown oceans and seas as the universal ocean."

Vernadski traces this concept back to the similar
Vladimir I. Vernadski (1863-1945) developed the ideas of the cartographers and geographers of the

modern conception of the biosphere in the early 1920s Renaissance, but it was he who synthesized the gestalt
as the medium of living matter whose development of the relation of the biosphere as a whole to the solar

processes can be measured in total solar energy radiation energysource.

throughput: From the limited biographical material available,
we know only the silhouette of Vernadski's life, yet
even from limited information it is clear that his indiv-

The limits of this domain are defined with l_recision.
The whole of the atmospheric troposphere belongs to idual development represents a unique synthesis of
the biosphere. Moreover, at present living organ- the two 19th century strands of humanist tradition. He
isms, man and his inevitable companions, insects, was born in St. Petersburg two years after the emanci-
plants, and bacteria, are penetrating by themselves
or with the help of apparatus, even higher, into the pation of the serfs and took his first university position
stratosphere. Simultaneously, civilized man, as well at the University of Moscow 28 years later, the same
as his inevitable companions, penetrates deep below
his relief, in contact with the troposphere, for several year that construction began on the trans-Siberian
kilometers down below the land surface. The planet- railway. Thus, his own formative years intersected

ary importance of the existence of bacterial, mainly with the French and other intensive Europeananaerobic, living matter, in the depths of the earth,
down to three kilometers and possibly even more has banking investment in Imperial Russia. The concen-
moreover nowbecomeapparent, trated period of "industrial revolution" in late 19th
The lower boundary of the biosphere thus lies several
kilometers below the level of the geoid. The whole century Russia provided the necessity for an explosion
world ocean is included in it. in progressive scientific and technological education.

The biosphere represents a definite geological His father, I. V. Vernadski, was a liberal professor ofenvelope markedly distinguished from all other geo-
logical envelopes of our planet. This is so not only be- political economy at Kiev and MoscOw Universities. It
cause it is inhabited by living matter, which reveals was undoubtedly the ideal milieu for a young student
itself as a geological force of immense importance,
completely remaking the biosphere and changing its to assimilate the first translations of Hegel and Marx
physical, chemical and mechanical properties, but into Russian intellectual life. In the 1880s and again in
also because the biosphere is the only envelope of the first decade of the 20th century Vernadski had the
the planet into which cosmic energy penetrates in a
noticeable way, changing it even more than does advantage of four extended trips to Western Europe,
living matter. The chief source of this energy is the including working experience in the laboratories of

sun. The latter's energy, radiant and chemical, the top experimental physicists, the Curies and Min-working in conjunction with the energy of chemical
elements, is the primary source of the creation of kowsky, at precisely the time that they were en-
living matter. (3) grossed in the conceptual work of assimilating the 19th

century advanced mathematics of Riemann, Cantor et

The term "biosphere" itself was first coined by the al.

, Austrian geologist Seuss in the late 1870s in reference Vernadski was appointed to the Soviet Academy of

to the "terrestrial envelope" in which life occurreci. Sciences in 1906 but resigned from his university chair
Vernadski considered the question not from the in 1911 in protest against tsarist educational policies.

uniqueness of one envelope but from several In 1915 he organized the Commission for the Study of

"pockets" or "layers" which contained within them- National Productive Forces (KEPS), at the same time
selves a more or less complete uniformity. The that he was working out his own notion of the need to
"ensemble" of all of these envelopes (each concentric synthesize the disparate "disciplines" of science.

to the others and containing its own distinct physical, From the period immediately after the beginning of

chemical and biological characteristics)is the bio- the First World War, he founded the field of

sphere. Vernadski explains that while his own con- "Biogeochemistry," which also included 19th century
ception of these "envelopes" was purely a 20th theoretical mathematics, the physics of Einstein and

century notion, he had to draw upon the corpus Minkowsky; in essence, thecorpusscientarium had to
scientarium, the "whole range of humanistic sciences be the common reservoir of scientific investigation in
(including logic, psychology, and the history of phil: any particular field. Only from this sort of overview is

osophyor religionor art)" since the Renaissance. The the scientist capable of adjudging morally the

corpus scientarium, the body of particular scientific potential of his own creative insights to shape the
contributions, is the basic content of science, future course of man's development.
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V.l.Vernadski

We are not surprised to find the basis for formation, "touching the future which opens before

Vernadski's later commitment to the Bolshevik us," to participate in the creation of a qualitatively
revolution. Already in 1910, reflecting on the sig- better future. He saw mankind as beginning to be
nificance of the Curies' work (themselves periphery of conscious of the "invincible potency of free scientific

the French working class movement), Vernadski had thought, the greatest creative force of Homo sapiens."

written: It was clearly Vernadski who brought a humanist
overview to several generations of scientists in the

We are approaching a great revolution in the history
of humanity, which is beyond comparison in all its Soviet Union, that is, to the extent that that overview
preceding history. The time is drawing near when was not bounded. Vernadski's challenge was that the
man will harness atomic energy, a source of power
which will enable him to shape his future at his will. pursuit of any specific theoretical problem in biology,
This may come about in the near future or within a geology, chemistry etc. in the 20th century had to
century, but at all events is inevitable. Will man be proceed from advanced scientific-philosophic con-able to utilize this force for his benefit and not for his
self-destruction? Has he advanced sufficiently to be ceptions. His writings are filled with the continuous
able to utilize this force which science will inevitably restatement of otherwise narrow empiricist exercises

place in his hands? The scientists should not shut from the standpoint of Riemannian geometry,their eyes to the possible consequences of their scien-
tific work. They should feel responsible for the conse- Einstein's theories of relativity and the unity of space-

quences of their discoveries. Their work should time, and Wolfgang Koehler's work in gestalt
further the progress of mankind, psychology. With the exception of his conception of the

biosphere, and his brilliant discussion of the implicit
I •

Vernadski's invocation of a Spinozan ethic for refutation of the Second Law of Thermodynamms in
science with respect to the alternative uses of atomic

Pasteur's discoveries (which we will discuss separate-
energy has an edge which is unmistakably urgent for

scientists around the world today, 63 years later. The ly), it is more the embodiment of this overview than
any particular "discoveries _' in themselves which dis-

survival of the human race is an open question, a
tinguish Vernadski.

Riemannian "historical crucial experiment" to use

the image employed by Vernadski in 1935. He saw If we evaluate Vernadski and Oparin together, from
himself at that time living in an age of scientific trans- the standpoint of negentropic development, we are
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presented with a tremendously usetul pedagogical laboratory. From point two looking forward we cannot

problem. Vernadski, proceeding from the broad see the continuation of the line after the gap; in fact,
sweep, correctly argues that the question of space- as Vernadski represents it, all we know is the

time developing over time, the real problem of evolu- necessity for the "leap" across the singularity, but we
tion, cannot be approached scientifically with the con- can have no prior sensuous knowledge of the "landing

ceptions of "entropy" and "Euclidian geometry" once area." Lest the reader dismiss this out of hand as a
the fundamental assumptions of the fixed Newtonian foolish problem because there was obviously no

universe have been overthrown! Although he had conscious being at point two in time to worry about

most of the key conceptual elements which are such a problem in the first place, we remind you that
necessarily part of the solution, he was unable to syn- you are precisely at point two today. If we change the

thesize a gestalt which could be developed rigorously, identifying aspects of the two segments, we can
and made scientifically irrefutable in a fundamental obviously substitute each such gap in the course of
sense, time: from a fermentative to a photosynthetic environ-

Oparin proceeds in exactly the reverse fashion. His ment, from ape to man, from cave man to neolithic
brilliant hylozoic history of the biochemical origin of man, the domesticator of plants and animals 10,000

life and its development is the best empirical proof years ago, from the period of the Black Death to the
that the actual conceptual solution to the problem of Renaissance, from feudalism to capitalism, or from

space-time and evolution is valid! Yet, Oparin, with developing world fascism to worldwide socialism
none of the necessary conceptual tools of the four where failing to make the leap means ecological hole-
century humanist tradition, the mathematics of caust -- the present statement of the freedom/necessi-

Riemann-Cantor, and the new physical universe of ty problem. In man's modern history, this problem

Einstein-Minkowski, has no way to explain to anyone has been posed at each and every point prior to a
else why his solution holds together theoretically, creative contribution to humanity!

With tragic irony, they both wind up in the same

blind alley, along with Schroedinger and others: The VI. Oparin's Approach to the Origin of Life
Second Law of Thermodynamics and Euclidian

conceptions of space are invalid for organic processes

developjngover time. Organic evolution is understood Oparin developed his views on the hylozoic evolution

as negative entropy in progressively higher-ordered of organic from inorganic matter in the Soviet Union

geometries. However, the Second Law of Thermo- in the years immediately after the end of the Civil War
dynamics and entropy holds for the inorganic world, and before Lenin's death in 1924. As backdrop to his

(Note that Oparin actually picked up his solution from brilliant empirical demonstration of negentropic
Schroedinger and did not independently derive the process, we begin with a heuristic device first pre-

conception of negative entropy.) sented by Oparin to introduce the mind to the meaning
We Can restate the problem in the following fashion: of the five-billion-year story of the biosphere's evolu-

how does one explain, beyond the "probable how," the tion.

"why" of the leap from inorganic to organic matter? Imagine a special library of ten volumes, five
In schematic terms our problem looks as follows, hundred pages each, with each page containing upon it

depending on the standpoint of the observer. (see what happened on the planet Earth for a given par-

Figure 3) ticular one million year period. The 5,000 pages of the
library would together represent the entire five billion

Figure 3 year history of the earth. The table of contents would

then look as follows for the earth's tnajor develop-Inorganic Organic merits:

2.. I,

PREBIOLOGIC EVOLUTION (Volumes I-V)
*Approximate formation of the earth .... Volume I,
page 1

Oparin did, the evolution of inorganic to organic .Earth's crust melted by radioactive energy from the

matter appears as one continuous development. In sun .... Volume II, pages 1-300
short, there are "no gaps" in our line, which crudely *Formation of the ocean and rocks .... Volume III,

represents development over time. Why? Because, as pages 1-400
we shall see, each development inthe process can be *"Prebiotic ocean," the "hot, dilute soup" of hetero-

explained according to scientifically sound processes, trophic metabolism. Fermentation processes

each and every one of which can be repeated in the .... Volumes IV-V
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BIOLOGIC EVOLUTION (Volumes VI-X) to the surface and were acted upon by the superheated

•Development of photosynthesis and nitrogen-fixing aqueous vapor of the oxygen-less and ammonia-
processes. Free oxygen in the atmosphere. Auto- containing atmosphere of that epoch, ultraviolet
trophic organisms .... Volume VI (complete) sparks or lightning catalyzed the formation of hydro-

-Development of species differentiation .... Volumes carbons (e.g., methane):
VII-X

As the temperature of the Earth had cooled off
eCurrent biologic record .... Volume X (complete) sufficiently to permit the formation of droplets of
oExistence of-man (i.e., the last million years) liquid water torrents of boiling water must have

poured down upon the earth's surface and flooded it,
.... Volume X, page 500 thus forming the primitive ebullient oceans. The 02

and N2 derivatives of hydrocarbons already present
in the atmosphere were carried down by these

If we divide the last page of the last volume into 100 torrential rains and the oceans and sea, at themoment of their first formation, contained there-
equal portions, then only the last of these portions will fore, the simplest organic compounds in solution.
be used to describe the 10,000 years since the Neolithic The interactions between hydrocarbon derivatives

and their further transformations did not, however,
Revolution in agriculture and domestic animals. If we cease in this new aqueous medium. On the contrary,
divide this by now tiny last section once again into 100 alcohols, aldehydes, acids, amines, amides, etc.

equal parts, the resulting minute piece of paper must continued to react with each other as well as with theelements of the aqueous environment, giving rise to
recount the events of the last decade of Marx's life and a prodigious number of all sorts, and even much
all which has occurred since! A bad, bad-infinite more complex, organic compounds.

medieval exercise in problem-solving which would

makea feudal scribe recoil in terror! Oparin, drawing on existing knowledge of bio-

Oparin's basic approach is hylozoic, demonstrating chemical processes, goes on to trace the development

the unity of forces in living and non-living matter of proteins from these organic compound building
based on the Ionian philosophers (600 B.C.). With blocks, detailing the evolution of organic material in

precise clarity Oparin dismisses the possibility that the "primordial sea" to higher and higher grades of
"divine will" or an "elan vital" acts as an intervening organization and therefore energy throughput poten-

factor at any one place along the evolutionary path to tial. Through processes of coazervation these corn-

"pick up" a more primitive development and push it pounds continually move toward concentration of
or carry it to the next level. The evolutionary line is structure, until the moment when it is meaningful to

one continuum which at no point "spontaneously speak of the differentiation between the organic sub-
generates" living matter from inorganic substances, stance and its aqueous environment. (see Figure 4) At

Instead, Oparin demonstrates the inexorable this point, different compounds could pursue different

tendency for evolution to occur, creating higher and courses and we are in Volume V of heterotrophic
higher energy throughput levels on the planet as a metabolism.

whole. In the pre-biosphere (Volumes I-IV of our And so Oparin's fascinating story continues through

heuristic library above), the sole energy throughput to the end of Volume VI and the first major "re-
potential was the absorption of solar radiation. As source" crisis of the environment. This "conjunctural
carbides in the form of iron and other metals erupted crisis" had two aspects: first, a total heterotrophic

Figure 4 .. °

_ "" • " Through the process of coazervation

_ organic matter first became "delimit-

" ed" from its aqueous surroundings.
" " " _ The evolution of organic substance

previously could only be seen as an
undifferentiated totality, so long as it
was randomly dissolved in the plan-
et's original sea. Here, organic sub-
stances are becoming spatially sepa-,..II1%... J

7 l'v rated and concentrated into "drop-

lets" of semi-liquid gels. As adefinite

border develops between them and
the surround+ngenvironment, true in-
dividuality is possible for the first

• time on the earth. From this moment
forward, different coazervatedroplets
could then follow different lines of
development.
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metabolism necessarily led to a point of extreme nu- -Figure 8
trient shortage in the primordial sea, and second, fer-

Heterotropic metabolism Autotrophic metabolism
mentation processes had depleted a major portion of through fermentation pro- through photosynthesis -- res-

the atmosphere's carbon dioxide supply. Both the cesses pirationprocesses

metabolic process and the medium for free energy Reducing Atmosphere Oxidizing Atmosphere
creation were threatened. The entire biosphere, "life

without oxygen" as Pasteur brilliantly defined the
phase of fermentation metabolism, was coming to an

end. _ ..... __ .....
From the Biosphere I of fermentative metabolism X X

there was a transformation to Biosphere II of photo- 2 3

synthesis/respiration (maximum energy release in- While life on the oxygen-less biosphere as a whole
crease from 28 kilocalories/mole to 674 kilocalo- "adapted" to the fermentation resource crisis, ac-

ries/mole of substance). (see Figures 5 and 6) The ori- cording to Oparin, there is "natural selection varia-
tion" to photosynthetic-respiratory reactions. Then

gin of photosynthesis/respiration allowed the accumu-
lation of oxygen "along with the amount of organic which camefirst? Was it the oxygen in the new atmos-
substances which could be drawn into the cycle of en- phere, i.e., a new biospheric medium? Or, was it the

ergy metabolism" to increase without limit. The acute variation toward photosynthetic capacity, i.e., the
metabolic process necessary? Oparin has no way to

shortage of organic nutrient and carbon dioxide sup-

ply had been overcome. Metabolism, in the self- resolve thisproblem.

reflexive sense of a process which throws itself beyond We can see the same chicken-egg absurdity in the
itself, had moved from heterotrophic fermentation to way in which "origin of life" experimenters and other

biochemists reacted to the Watson-Crick discovery of
autotrophic photosynthesis, double-helix structure for DNA in the early 1950s. In

Oparin's work was coherent with the Labor Commit- the 1940s and 1950s a number of experimenters, most
tees' conception of negentropy. In terms of Figure 7,

notably Fischer and Miller, actually reproduced in
note that Oparin, standing at point and looking their laboratories the key reactions discussed by

back "down the evolutionary line" of hylozoic devel- Oparin. S. Miller applied silent electrical discharges
opment, could give a brilliant empirical demonstra-
tion of the negentropic leaps across singularity, from as energy source to methane ammonia, hydrogen, and

water mixtures and was able to produce amino acids,
x 1 to x 2 to × 3 to higher and higher levels of energy
throughput for the biosphere as a whole, from the ster- the building blocks of proteins in vitro. Fischer and
ile planet to Biosphere I to Biosphere II. However, de- Tropsch synthesized hydrocarbons from hydrogen

and carbon monoxide. Other biochemists concert-
spite the advanced conceptual character of his work,

Oparin himself was ignorant of the significance of trated on replicating reactions occurring later along
what he had done and referred to the "motor force" on the evolutionary "line." Within the laboratory all of

along the world line as Darwinian "natural the metabolic reactions which occur in the primitive
selection"! cells were reproduced -- the only difference being that

Oparin likewise explains the "variation" at major they occurred at a much slower rate. Enzymes, within

transformation points in the continuum of world de- living cells, increase the rate of reaction severalmillionfold.
velopment which generate "free energy" as adapta-

After the discovery of RNA-DNA replication in the
tions caused by "natural selection." Yet despite the

embarrassment of Oparin's clinging to Darwin when early 1950s the entire "origin of life" world was
thrown into a tizzy. (see Figure 9) For nearly 20 years,

he, Oparin, had actually proved "negentropic develop-
ment," despite the fact that he did not actually under- biochemists have been lost in a sillb' "chicken-egg" de-

stand what he did, Oparin's work is solid. He actually iFigure 9
demonstrates, through his discussion of increased

bonding energy capacity and ever higher energy Parent --- --. DNA .._ RNA ...-, protein
throughput capacities in higher organisms, the relent-

less development of the "world line," toward higher

and higher energy throughput levels for the biosphere First _ _ DNA .-_ RNA .--* protein
as a whole. Generation
Nevertheless, Oparin's approach to explaining his

work has the classic chicken-egg problem built into it. | "

For instance, suppose we isolate the development Second _--_ DNA .-_ RNA _ protein
from fermentative to photosynthetic metabolism. (see Generation

• Figure 8)

_m
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Figure 7

Page 500
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Page 500
,\, Figure 7: Lyn Marcus' representation of
\,\\, negentropic development of the universe as

phere II "
Vol.VI-X page 499 "i:.:_.:. a whole, adapted here to suggest the five

billion year hylozoic development of the
: \ \ planet Earth into the modern biosphere.\\ \

: \,', Note that the majority of concentric spheres
BiosphereI would be needed to represent the last 10,000• Vol. lV&V :' .

years of the biosphere since the Neolithic
..... _ "_:_ _ Revolution. The human species is currently

:_: Sterile situated at x i Unless the next singularity is
Planet "leaped" to a worldwide fusion-powered

: \,:,, voL_-v socialist economy, the biosphere will

,Q collapse into ecological holocaust within thenext 15years.

bate: Which came first? Nucleic acid, protein, or the space, in the opinion of some, corresponds to the
space not of Euclid's but of Riemann's geometry.

cell? Theoretical physical thought rightly seeks here new
In 1961 Oparin published a reevaluation of his work in paths, but it does not conclude its analysis by logic ....

the 1920s, entitled Life, Its Origin and Development, in
Space for us, is inseparable from time. This concept

which he attempts to expand his views in the context is'not a conclusion from Einstein's theoretical theses
• of their fundamental significance to man's philosoph- and has been arrived at independently of them and

ic-scientific tradition. He makes a rather hopeless much earlier....We are now living in an extremely
important epoch of the development of science.

mess. First he polemicizes that Descartes' science Time, which for centuries had been outside the range
"represents" the mechanist tradition. He quotes of science, is now subject to investigation, and thus it

Engels and Darwin, whom he credits with the dis- becomes clear that time is a complex manifestationof reality. For science there is no space without ener-
covery of the "brilliant" laws of the dialectics of na- gy and matter, and in the same sense without time.
ture and adaptation, reflecting the most banal notions Problems of Biogeochemistry
of Soviet "dialectical materialism": idealist vs. mate-

rialist world view, the whole world in flux, etc. What is What conclusions does Vernadski draw? "With the

most disheartening is Oparin's support of changing of the Newtonian concept of time, with the

Schroedinger's formulation, that inorganic matter is new notation of space-time, it seems to me that our

entropic while organic matter has negative entropy conception of entropy must change also. "(4)
For all further investigations in biology and other sci-

direction, disregarding his own 1920s work proving the

hylozoic unity of inorganic and organic development, ences, Vernadski poses the necessity ,of solving the
problems of geometric dissymmetry, which he him-

self developed from his brilliant reading of the signifi-
Vii. Vernadski's Dilemma cance of Louis Pasteur's work. Pasteur's work devel-

oped the unique exception to the symmetrical-lattice

Vernadski, as we have indicated earlier, approached property of crystals. In enantiomorphous crystals, as

the problem of space-time developing over time much a result of the influence of living matter, either the left
more directly on a conceptual level: or right-handed isomer is obtained, but not both! He

called this phenomenon dissymmetry. (see Figure 10)

Prior to our century, in scientifically studied phe- Vernadski points out that the discovery of molecular
nomena, one reckoned only with Euclidian geometry dissymmetry by Pasteur, completely analogous to the
of three dimensions. In the new'scientific-philosophi- dissymmetry of crystal polyhedra, meant to Pasteurcal conceptions which follow from Einstein's work
one deals with a space of four dimensions, and that "the possibility of different states of cosmic space,
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and explained thus the manifestation of the dissym- worked the problem out at the very beginning of his
metry discovered by him inliving matter. Essentially, career, but did not have the knowledge to take it
we must see in a state of space the basic geometric further. At the same time, we feel both sympathy and

substratum of allits material, temporal and energetic awesome respect for Vernadski, who had all the
manifestations." P. Curie generalized Pasteur's con- correct elements to synthesize the conception of neg-

cept of dissymmetry and applied it to basic physical entropic development, but pulled back from

phenomena, electric, and magnetic fields, etc. Just rigorously developing his vague conceptions. Taking
before his death, Curie generalized the principle of both moments together, we are confronted with a

dissymmetry into the concept of different states of sense of bitter tragedy at the ideologizing of science, a
space, corresponding to the conception of Riemann's process we have seen developing continuously at each

higher ordered-geometries, moment of historic conjuncture over the past four
centuries. The irony of the Vernadski/Oparin

We will start with the working scientific hypothesis problem is that they each knew of the other's work.
that the space inside living matter is different from
that inside the inert natural bodies of the biosphere. Confined within the boundaries of "Soviet science" in
The state of the former space is not confined within a world dominated by capitalism, any possibility that

the limits of Euclidian geometry. Time may be ex- they had to synthesize the gestalt of negentropic
pressed in this space by a polar vector. The existence
of rightness and leftness and their physico-chemical development could only be realized if they rose above
inequality points to a geometry different from Eu- that controlled environment.
clid's, a special geometry of space inside living mat-
ter....It is possible that this would be one of the geom- Such a creative breakthrough, of world historic
etries of Riemann's type, perhaps one of the geome- importance, had to result from the same process
tries indicated but not worked out by Cartan. This ge-
ometry would reduce all space to a point supplied by which was developing the necessary concept of negen-
an infinitesimal vector, tropy as an absolute coherent prerequisite for trans-

Problems of Biogeochemistry forming the world's economy. The same process

Vernadski goes no further! He appeals to modern which is entailed in the individual psychology of the

theoretical mathematicians and physicists to take the creative person -- the fundamental aspects of human
lead in the development of all further work in the bio- mentation -- are the fundamental laws of the universe

as a whole.
logical and other key sciences, based on the assump-
'tion that the advanced conceptions of 19th century For the first time in human history, the leadership

mathematical physics had to be assimilated as the of the human species stands before a singularity self-

guide for the next level of scientific breakthrough. In consciously determined to make the necessary
a tentative way, Vernadski implicitly maintains that creative leap to the next mode. Were we not to make
this must at least be so for the study of all organic that leap, as scientists infected with "zero growth"

matter. A new theory to explain energy throughput notions counsel, the human species as we know it

from the standpoint of Riemann and Einstein is would end.
needed, but, like Oparin, Vernadski adopts the If mankind is actually to continue self-developing
formulation from the standpoint of the distinction his ecology to higher and higher qualitative advances

between inorganic and organic matter with respect to for mankind as a whole, if the biosphere is not to break

geometry and energy concept, down in the short future, then man must transform the
social-productive organization of the biosphere

The Two Approaches beyond itself.
Vernadski identified the fundamental flaw by which

Proceeding along two totally different pathways, previous scientists (outside of a self-conscious relation

Oparin and Vernadskiend up in the same blind alley, to the humanist tradition) made when they

We feel a sympathy for Oparin, who had essentially approached the very concept of living matter. The

Figure 10 Many organic forms can exist in either of two similar forms, with the same
molecularcompositionof the atomsbutdifferent arrangementsinspace.

a h _ The best example of this is the arrangement of fingers on the left and right
hands. Chemical reactions in the laboratory always produce an equal number
of the left and right hand antipodes. Yet in living organisms the accumulation of
one particular antipode regularly occurs, exciting Pasteur to conclude that
"this property may be the only sharp difference between the chemistry of dead
and living matter which can be made at present." Pasteur thought that the
earth's magnetic field had actually been the force producing asymmetric
synthesis. He attempted asymmetric synthesis in the field of a powerful
magnet but failed because the magnetic field and rotation of the earth are both
symmetrical forces. Experimenters later succeeded in producing asymmetry

b a under conditions of polarized light. It is significant to note that Oparin includedthis discussion of the problem of Pasterur's assymmetry in the 1934version of
The Origin of Life, in which he attributes the importance of the problem to the
work of Vernadski.
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empirical scientists conceive of the "natural world" would have been no need for science to have been

as merely a sum of discrete objects which can affect constrained within the Newtonian world view for four

another, but which are not fundamentally coherent centuries. Descartes' notion of the tourbillons of the

with a larger conception. When others approached the universe immediately makes clear the impossibility

problem from a simplistic "holist" direction, the of Newton's fixed universe of absolute time and

single living organism receded from view and living absolute space -- unchangeable, harmonious, stable

matter as a totality was held up as that which was and empirically calculable.

important. However, not only are certain species Vernadski traced the roots of our modern concep-

dominant at all times since the primordial sea of tion of space-time back to the science of the Greeks in

protein in "hot, dilute soup," but with homo sapiens the 6th century B.C., where two fundamental aspects

the individuality of single organisms is crucial. In the of the modern Conception of the universe exist in germ

case of modern man, as Vernadski's Problems of form: the representation of time physically and

Biogeochemistry puts it, "a single personality mathematically as a measure for movement, and the

sometimes clearly manifests itself in large-scale notion of the infinity of time. In the 16th century

phenomena of planetary character, by changing and Giordano Bruno also viewed time as a measure of

accelerating certain geological processes of immense movement and was the first to introduce time as an

importance." integral part of his conception of the universe.

The development over the last four centuries of this

The Scientist as Universal idea, that the metric for the infinity of space-time is

the human creative process itself, is humanist sci-

It is the self-conscious scientist himself who ence. For the human species todevelop intothe future,
embodies in sensuous terms Hegel's conception of that entire tradition must now be mobilized and con-

the "concrete universal." When he wrote the words centrated for the self-conscious leap of the biosphere

above Vernadski was living in a world which had as a whole beyondthe Rockefeller menace.

already seen fascism consolidated in Germany and If there are to be any significant scientific break-

Italy, within a society which was fearfully c0rr_lpt throughs in that understanding, they will occur as a

with respect to the humanist tradition. With the poten- result of transforming the world working class into a

tiality of death, disease and decay all around him -- in universal species of humanist scientists. To reach that

a world not too different than Descartes' in the standpoint, we must all learn to cry for the sins com-

qualitative sense -- Vernadski could leap concep- mitted in the name of science in the primitive past.

tually and focus on the future with a certainty that

man's creative input would ensure the survival of the

human race on a higher level: FOOTNOTES

1. For a detailed discussion of the concept of negentropic
We live in an unprecedented, geologically significant development, see "Rockefeller's 'Fascism With a Democratic
epoch. Man by his work, and his conscious attitude Face' " inCampaigner, Nov.-Dec. 1974.
toward life, is remaking a terrestrial envelope,the 2. Beyond Psychoanalysis, by L. Marcus, Campaigner reprint,
geological domain of life, the biosphere. He is published1973.
transforming it into a new geological state, the 3. We quote this passage at length and will proceed to develop
noosphere. He creates within the biosphere new bio- Vernadski's concepts in depth because of the general
geochemical processes that did not exist before. A inaccessibility of his writings in Western Europe and North
planetary phenomenon, the biogeochemical history America. The above passage appeared in Problems of Bio-
of the chemical elements is becoming notably geochemistry (1935in Russian and 1944 in English). A partial
changed. For example, previously non-existent free listing of Vernadski's other key works follows: Foundations of
metals such as aluminum, magnesium and calcium, Chrystallography (1904 in Russian); Essays and Addresses
and their alloys, are now created in enormous quart- (1922 in Russian); La Geochemie (1924 in French); The
titles. Vegetable and animal life is radically Biosphere (1926 in Russian and 1929 in French); Works of the
modified and disturbed, new races and species being Biogeochemical Laboratory (1930in Russian); The Problems of
created. The face of the planet is being deeply the Biogeochemical Laboratory (1930 in Russian);
changed. A process of turbulent blossoming is now Biogeochemical Essays (1940in Russian); "On the Geological
going on in the biospheral envelope of the earth, and Envelopes of the Earth As A Planet" (1942 in Russian); and "On
the subsequent development of this process may be the Limitsof the Biosphere" (1937in Russian).
expected to assume tremendous proportions. We hope that merely the discussion of Vernadski's

Problems of Biogeochemistry conceptual approximation to key ideas developed
independently by Lyn Marcus will have as one of its
consequences the issuance by the Soviet Academy of

Only a world-historical individual, not a "national Sciences or others of the works of Vernadski to Western
science. Happily, we can report that initial indications that this

being," could have developed such a notion. There can is indeed occurring can be seen in the November 1974edition
be no such thing as "science within a single country." of Kommunist, theoretical and political journal of the Central

Vernadski was fond of referring to the fact that if the Committee of the CPSU in an article entitled "Goethe and
Modern Science." See text for commentary.

world had grasped the philosophic/scientific impli- 4. V.I. Vernadski, The Problem of Time in Contemporary
cations of Rene Descartes' 17th century works, there Science, 1932.



The Laws of the Universe
by Carol White

The following is an edited transcript of a preSenta- confusing and hard to figure out. Despite their

tion by Carol White to the National Caucus of Labor technical know-how scientists are really boobs who

Committees' Strategy for Socialism conference on see the universe as a bunch of particles bumping into
December29, 1974. each other, while I know that the universe is a self-

developing whole; so obviously I know more than they
Lyn Marcus has asserted that we, the Labor Corn- do, and after the revolution when we have to solve

mittees, have achieved a higher conceptual level than some of these fundamental problems of physics, well,
Albert Einstein, and that it is this, our power of con- I mean, I'll just go into a laboratory and sort it out."

ceptualization, which guarantees that we will win. And that isn't too much of an exaggeration of the

When we hear about the Nazi concentration camps kind of trap we have to watch out for in our thinking.
and reflect upon Rockefeller's plans to use Reesian It's a manic response to an understandable nervous-

brainwashing techniques to introduce even more ness which we feel when we face the immensity of the
vicious slave-labor camps, and when we meet workers real demands on our conceptual ability. What is
who are unemployed, who are demoralized and dis- demanded of us is that we measure ourselves in

oriented, whose only hope is ourselves, the notion that practice by the achievement of a standard of con-

we have a higher conceptual level than that reached eeptualization which is in reality higher than
by Einstein can seem uncomfortably abstract. Einstein's.

"Does Marcus mean me? Am I really that smart?" At the moment, for most of us this higher level is
Or for those who refuse to assimilate the challenge implicit in the concepts which we use rather than in
which Marcus has thrown out, the response may be our own thought processes as such. We have a social

not uneasiness or fear but the dangerous one of political theory which is grounded on the fundamental

posturing: "Hey yeah, that's right. I always thought premise of negentropy, of expanded social repro-
that relativity stuff was bullshit. It's so damn duction. We know that there are no fixed laws of the
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universe, because we have established that our own problems of physical science. Because if the physical
development as the human species has been universe is not negentropic, how then do we account
necessarily based upon our ability to change these for our own existence? How do we explain ourselves,

laws, to expand the technological basis of our our history, our evolution? How do we explain the fact
existence by developing a new, higher form of energy, that our survival can only be guaranteed if we relate

the creative power of the human mind. We know that our social practice to realizing constantly higher

to survive we must create a fusion power economy levels of energy by creating a new form of energy, by
which can support an increasing population, an being the emergent form of the highest form of energy
increasingly potent population. We must be able to known to us in the universe? How else can we account

provide the means for this population not only to for the physical universe, except as it is appropriate to
subsist physically, but to have laboratories, museums, what we know of ourselves, just as we judge the appro-

music and so forth at their immediate disposal, a con- priateness of human mental processes by the
sumption level which is not now available to any of us. increasing ability of our species to control the hie-

None of us has the ability to walk into a laboratory sphere.

and see for ourselves how things work, to study as we Knowing this of ourselves sociologically, knowing

wish, to be creative to the level of our capacity. In that that it is the principle of our survival, we know that the
we are tremendously impoverished. And of course we human race could not have survived and grown and
cannot really conceive of what will seem to be achieved as we have-- to become the universe aware

necessary consumption demands to the generation of itself, of its negentropic tendency -- if this were not
that will follow us. It will seem to them that we lived also the necessary tendency of our mental activity.

in a dark age, and they will have tremendous This necessary tendency of our mental activity is the

sympathy for us, compassion as well as love for our creative process, the development of the cognitive

struggle and for what we achieved, powers expressed emotionally as love; it is not some
When we speak of having a higher conceptual level empty abstraction. The emotion of love for our class,

than Einstein, we locate it in two ways. We are the for humanity, is what makes us revolutionaries rather
most creative human beings who have yet lived than beasts. It is from this standpoint that we

because our achievement will be the establishment of recognize that our human existence can and must
a society in which the exercise of the powers of human define the coherence of the universe as a whole in
creative mentation will not be a rare, fortuitous occur- terms of the negentropic tendency of its development.

rence but the expected result of social activity. And

right now we have established and we live by the Einstein's Failure
stan_lard of social valuation appropriate to the

achievement of this future reality. We properly locate When we look at Einstein, his scientific achieve-

all creativity, all technological innovation, all social ments as well as his limitations, it is not ironic that

relationships accordingly, as they contribute to despite his genius and his tremendous contribution to
increasing the expanding rate of surplus value. This is mathematical physics (which we will go into later), he

the fundamental notion of the law of value which we was an impotent person. A sad, disheartened Social

premise our political and our personal existence, that Democrat who lived through fascism and two world'

higher order of understanding which means that we wars, Einstein saw his highest achievements pervert-
see ourselves as part of a class, not as monads or ed to serve cold war aims, but could do nothing to in-

swinish individuals fighting each other in Rocke- tervene effectively. The man who formulated in pre-
feller's controlled environment, cise mathematical terms the fundamental concep-

Now it might seem an awesome task to have to take tions which make the development of nuclear power

the conception S'/C+V, the expanding law of possible could never realize his creative intellect so-

value, and say that we will be able to transpose it into cially. He could not control the uses to which the prod-
the world of physics, not in some banal, superficial ucts of his genius were being put.

way, but by encompassing the work of Einstein in Imagine thebitter misery! Imagine being a person
terms of the problems which he himself recognized who could feel truly responsible for a unique creative
and by going beyond him. At least we can point the act, a creative moment in history: the application of

way which physicists must take in order to go beyond. Riemann's work in geometry to an approximation of a
But if we reflect, we know that it is not strange at all, unified view of matter/energy -- the theories of

and is in fact the very premise upon which our lives special and general relativity. Put yourself in the

are based: that is, that we are part of a universe which place of such a person, able to conceptualize in a

is expanding, precise way ideas which had been socially current but
There is no such thing as a sociological law of value, not previously made coherent, only to see those ideas

relevant to political economy but irrelevant to the being used to develop the potential to destroy the
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world. It is tragic but not ironic because Einstein's matter-in-motion, momentum. Matter and energy are
limitations as a scientist were exactly coequal with his interconnected; the famous equation E-----mc2 !
limitations as a Social Democrat.

He failed to locate himself either as a political Einstein reflected upon the anomaly that we seem
person or as a scientist in the necessary ruthless unable to detect the speed of our world when we try to

struggle for human freedom. He could not formulate a measure by an expected increase in the apparent
program for expanded reproduction which would have velocity of light, and he conceptualized the fact which

provided a basis for struggle against the cold war/H- Marx had understood very well before him. He said
bomb ideology he opposed. He failed to develop the that space and time obviously are not separate

cosmological notions which are the obvious extension measures, are not things-in-themselves; that we do
of his work, or even an approximation of them such as not have a frame of reference for our universe in

Friedman's formulation of a spatially expanding which we can view the measure of space and the
universe -- which Einstein later accepted as do measure of time as disconnected. The frame of

astronomers today. While such a notion does not in reference depends upon the observer -- not in some

itself demand an understanding of negentropy, wistful, whimsical sense (like the rotten claims of the
Einstein's initial adherence to the notion of a fixed cultural relativists) -- but in the sense that the

universe merely underlines the neurotic block which observer's position and criteria for measurement are
caused him to postulate in amended form the "law" of determinate parts of the field which he is measuring.

conservation of energy: zero growth ideology. It is In fact these are determined not merely by his
this fundamental fallacy in his work that locates our velocity as an observer, but by the historical evolution

conceptual superiority to him. , of his society to the point where measurement of the
This is not at all to denigrate Einstein's moral electromagnetic field by electromagnetic waves

integrity. A high level of morality was the necessary became feasible. Einstein did not discuss the

basis for his scientific achievements. The driving historical implications of the development of
force behind his conceptual breakthroughs was his measurement, but he did go beyond the development
search for coherence in the universe. In this he is of space-time as interconnected categories rather

firmly adhered to the tradition of Kepler, that human than separate, a priori constructs as Kant had

freedom, man's understanding of "God," is located in presumed.

man's progressive understanding of the universe, Einstein went beyond this (o discuss how these
which must be coherent to man's mental processes systems, these frames of reference, were related to

and his ability to formulate unified mathematical each other. In this way he sought to encompass the
expressions of physical processes, notion of electromagnetism and the force of gravity.

Einstein rejected the discontinuities in Lorentz's He was searching for a field theory which would
solution to the surprising fact that the velocity of light describe how matter determined the form of its own

appears constant in any inertial system; Lorentz's measurement, the form of its own determination of

solution was to suggest that clocks slow down and length and curvature. He built on the notions that

physical bodies shrink in the direction of motion of a were developed mathematically by Riemann in 1850.
system moving with constant velocity. He accepted This was an enormous step forward. He extended
the empirical foundations of Lorentz's work, the Riemann's notion of intrinsic measurement, that

dilation of measurements, just as Kepler before him there is no unit of measure outside our universe; he

based himself on the minute astronomical observa- extended Riemann's work by describing the gravi-
tions of Tycho Brahe, but Einstein located this change rational field, matter determining itself, in terms of

in measurement not in the properties of things-in- space-time events. He went on to formulate the
themselves, of clocks and rods as such, but in the problem of a unified field theory in which the self-
lawful relationship of man to the physical universe, determination of matter from out of the electro-

It is not the case that rods shrink but rather that our magnetic field would be described. This remained

measurements depend upon our notion of space and problematic for him because he rejected a

time. He demonstrated that there is no such thing as negentropic standpoint, instead counterposing as an
space-in-itself or time-in-itself, but that our measure- axiom of his system the conservation of matter-

ment of any event takes place in a space-time frame of energy.
reference which is determined by our relationship to
light, specifically the ratio of velocity of our system of The Lawof Value
reference to that of light. He went on from here to
formulate mathematically the notion which Hegel Constrast what Einstein did to what Marx did. Marx

before him had understood, that mass as such is an enunciated the law of value (a "law" which every
ideological misconception. Reality is located in social system must approximately adhere to on
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Carol White speaking at the pre-
conference cadre school.

penalty of crisis); that S'/C+V, the rate of surplus of the simple notion that we cannot even measure

value, must increase at an exponential rate. Marx also space and time in a way unconnected to our rela-

located the social metric, value, in terms of ratio, tionship to the energy of the sun and the relationship of

connecting the two parameters, socially necessary the electromagnetic biosphere of which we are a part
labor time and the valuation, of dead capital. But to the sun. Yet such measures 'are merely linear

Marx took the dichotomy between the evaluation of approximations of reality, as Einstein himself makes

capital from a past period and the shrinkage in its real clear in the general theory of relativity.
social value as the productivity of society increases in These linear approximations, these abstractions

succeeding periods, the two opposing "tensors" of the from reality, are not simply mathematical con-_
social value of capital on the one hand and the veniences. Our ability to use such linear methods, the
capitalist profit-standard of measure (fictitious locally entropic tendencies of the universe, are a

capital) on the other, and recognized in capitalism's necessary precondition for our emergence as the
flouting of the negentropic tendency of the universe, human species. If it were not for this we could not

the basis for social crises such as the present depres- consider socialist planning. It would be nonsense to

sion. develop a five year plan even as a first approximation,

Marx never used the word "negentropy," but it is if the universe was evolving at such an accelerated
Marx's conception which has been made more precise rate that we could not consider its laws as invariant

by Marcus: that every social system must develop on within small neighborhoods of space and time,

higher levels of energy throughput, must devalue its We have only evolved as a species here on earth

fictious capital in order to survive, and must therefore because the earth approximates an inertial system, a
free a greater and greater portion of the labor force to system which moves at a constant velocity. Otherwise

spend its time in scientific research, artistic creation, we would face constant turmoil. It was a necessary
technological innovation, in the production of new precondition of our evolution that the earth's velocity
forms of production; that we, the negentropic not be high in proportion to that of the sun's light (18

tendency of the universe become aware of itself, know miles per second, as contrasted to 180,000 miles per
our human freedom as the negentropic necessity for second) in order that the electro-magnetic rather than
us to encompass and Control more and more of the the gravitational field predominate so that we can

universe of which we are a part. measure by the approximately straight line direction
It is not accidental that we measure ourselves, in of light's motion.

each of the time periods through which we have In the same way it is an irony but nevertheless true

evolved, by the way in which we have been able to that there is no shortage of energy. We are not living
capture and utilize- previously uncaptured radiant in a universe which is impoverished of energy-- to the
energy -- wind power, coal power, oil power, the use of contrary! We can exist only because we are shielded

electricity, the fact that we eat meat -- just as we from energy, because the ionosphere gives us a shield
measure space and time by the ratio of the velocity of from the energy of solar radiation, and the radiation

our frame of reference to that of light. It is not an that might come to us from other stars. It is only this
irony, but the perfectly lawful and coherent extension which has allowed life to survive. Furthermore, if we.
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were not governed locally by a limited principle of previously: the equations which relate the curvature

entropy (that is the dissipation of workable energy), if tensor of the gravitational field to the energy matter
inefficient transfer of energy flows were not the rule, tensor. In this way he accounted for the interaction

again we would not have survived. If every forest fire between the gravitational and electro-magnetic fields,
were eventually to turn into a self-generating nuclear- i.e., the fact that an object moving through a gravi-
type explosion -- and it would not take too long at that rational field experiences a transfer of energy, thus
-- the whole earth would have been consumed and we locating the gravitational field as itself another form

would not be here. Thus the fact that the law of conser- of energy. But Einstein neurotically blocked when it

vation of energy and the second law of thermo- came to accounting for this gravitational field. By

dynamics (entropy) hold true as approximations equating the curvature tensor to the matter energy
within given limits is a necessary precondition for the tensor he made the enormous step forward of locating "

negentropic development of the universe -- our evolu- the gravitational field, not as some outside force
tion. implanted on the universe by God, but the produc t of

Einstein did not wish to locate himself in a static the relationship of matter-energy to itself. Yet he then "_

notion of the universe. He sought to explain the failed to follow through with the obvious conclusion --

emergence of the particle from the field rather than that this self-relationship implied the creation of a new
locate the particle as an inexplicable singularity form of energy, andthe principle of negentropy.

Einstein was driven to search for coherence in the
within the field. But Einstein did not know how to go

beyond quantum mechanics. As a necessary axiom universe, to discover a unified conception of inertia
upon which his work was premised, he asserted the and gravity; but he neurotically balked at giving up

conservation of energy in the (in this connection.) mother's fixed universe. His quest for a unified field

inconsequentially amended form of the zero diver- theory was doomed from the start. He could account
gence of the energy tensor of matter. Furthermore, for the interaction between the gravitational and

he premised his development of the curvature tensor electro-magnetic fields, between matter and energy,
of the gravitational field on the insignificance of the but not for their occurrence. Matter perforce

rate of change of that field over time. This was not remained a singularity in the field.

merely an approximation but a fundamental fallacy,
as demonstrated in his failure to himself discover Croativity

Friedman's formulation of a spatially expanding

universe (one which would necessarily have changing Because he refused to consider the emergence of

gravitational interrelationships), new forms of energy, Einstein sought to explain
Einstein was able to describe the motion of matter matter as the product of asymmetries in the field.

in our part of the universe in a way which was not done While at first sight this appears to be a groping effort

Minkowski's two-dimensional representation of

Einstein's time-space axis.

l X I X I

In the charts above ct is the time axis and x is
the space axis. The line x=ct is the speed of
light. They show the change of the geometries
of two different coordinate systems relative to
the speed of light.
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toward a negentropic explanation, it is actually a tinually expanding universe is based on the notion of

sophisticated form of reductionism. It denies the the dissipation of energy. If entropy is not a univer-
emergence of a new lawfulness, the laws by which sally determining principle, according to this theory,

matter reproduces itself and thus redetermines the if we have negative entropy because of the effect of
field. We can understand this better if we examine our electro-magnetic fields trapped within plasma which

understanding of creativity, which is fundamental to serve to concentrate energy levels, then, whoops! The
our knowledge that we will win against Rockefeller. universe, after expanding to a certain point, will begin

Our existence, which is historically determinate, tocontract.
determines future history accordingly as we realize This supposedly inevitable dissipation of our

our creative potential as revolutionaries. There is no resources is in fact depression psychology, mother's
field in which we can go out cheerfully confident, world in which there's only so much money and we

picking daisies, and knowing that we will win as long have to watch very carefully how we divvy it up. That

-_ as we have looked up the right route first. There is no is the ideological application of the otherwise limited

road map with preassigned routes, no preordained thermodynamical principle of entropy. If in fact we
world line. We change the geography as we go along, are escaping entropy, if the universe collects energy
We are governed by necessity -- the field -- but our so that it maintains negative entropy as would be

ability to change that field depends upon our own suggested by the actual observations of astronomy-
socially evolved, socially appropriate, but not mecha- the clusters of stars, the radiation, the fact that new

nistically determined, ability to act as self-conscious stars are born, the presence of electro-magnetic fields

members of the human species. The lawful develop- throughout space--then we run into a problem: the
ment by the human species of creative mentation universe is going to come to an end in two billion

evolved out of the sociological development of the years! It's going to expand only so long and then it

species, as the form of thought appropriate to that will begin to contract. So there's going to be a crisis,
development, but it cannot be described simply in and out of that crisis maybe God will have another
terms of social processes, creative moment and a new universe will be started --

We need to make breakthroughs in fusion power recycling!
technology. When we come to power we will establish It is on the basis of Einstein's original work that
the appropriate conditions for scientists to maximize modern cosmological theory has developed. Einstein
their creative potential to do this. But in the final was not able, either philosophically or mathe-

analysis we will also depend upon finding a sufficient matically, to go beyond this kind of obvious banality to
pool of scientists of the moral and intellectual understand what is clear to us: that the continuing

character of Einstein. The laws of psychology and process of development of new, higher forms of

sociology are coherent but not identical, energy takes the problem out of the dichotomy in
We can point the way, but contemporary science has which either existing sources of energy are merely

still to go beyond the basic dichotomy between matter reshuffled (negative entropy) or dissipated and made
and energy, has still to supersede Einstein's achieve- unworkable (entropy). The "law" of the universe is

_ ment in establishing the matter-energy relationship that the laws are continually changing, with new
E---Tac 2, the gravity-energy tensor field relationships, degrees of freedom emerging. A socialist society,

Friedman's theory of an expanding universe, which will base itself initially on nuclear fusion power,
though an improvement on Einstein's first steady will begin to be able to control the energy relationships
state theory, was in no way an advance toward the of the universe. Man will be able to control his future,

concept of negentropy. It is a theory of evolution of the intervening beyond the biosphere into the energy
universe that is in many ways analogous to Darwin's processes which dominate the universe. The people
Malthusian evolutionary theory, which might better who follow after us will be able to control the electro-

be called devolutionary, magnetic fields upon which our relationship to energy,
In the same way modern cosmological theory is to the sun is now predicated. The scientific human

predicated upon catastrophe. One "possibility" is species will be able to control, rather than simply
that the world was created at some time in the past utilize, energy. This is speculative now, but it is

(the first estimate was five billion years ago). A singu- obviously the kind of problem that will preoccupy
larity, a moment of incoherence: God spoke, and the future scientists. We will begin to know the energy

universe has been constantly expanding ever since, to relationships which mediate our existence to the sun,
arrive eventually at an entropic thin broth of know them in our own vital processes as well, and

homogenously diffused matter energy, which will begin to control them. We will begin to be able to

prevent us from utilizing the difference in energy control the ionosphere as well, to create our own rela-

potential to do work. In other words- disaster! Or tionships of shielding, and we will go beyond our
we face catastrophe from an opposing process. A con- particular solar system. Out of this we will change
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totally anything that might seem to be existing laws of Th3 logical extension of Darwinianism is ex'em-
the universe. We will come to dominate the plified by a book on gorillas written by an ecologist

astronomical universe just as we have taken control named Schaller. He bemoans the fact that as Britain

over the biosphere. In this process the energy rela- lost control of its former colonies in Africa the states

tionships of which we are a part, as we now perceive failed to police their native populations sufficiently, so
them, will seem true only as the guiding necessities of that in periods of famine they would hunt gorillas and
a past historical epoch, other apes. True; we too would like to see ape popula-

tions protected so that we can study their development

The Fallacyof Limits and also preserve a living record of our own pre-

Einstein did not have this notion of the universe, yet history. But look at the viciousness of a scientists who
he was a determinist with the same moral sees men starving and is enraged at them because

commitment to human progress which led Kepler to they eat apes. This is the zero growth ideology which
be a determinist. He fought against the notion that says that man, by developing a high-energy industrial ,

there is a natural limit (the uncertainty principle) to society, has polluted the "natural" habitat of other
man's ability to understand the physical universe, species.

This is expressed in the Heisenberg theory that nature The fundamental flaw of Darwinian ecological

is fundamentally unlawful from man's vantage point "science" is that it locates the evolution of species as

because he can only know it in a one-sided way (the linear development. It looks for a linear progression
'principle of complementarity). Einstein devoted most to explain the existence of, for example, the horse

of his scientific life to fighting the ideologues of population today in terms of qualities inherited from

quantum mechanics, but without an understanding of its ancestor eohippus, rather than the exigencies of the
negentropy his struggle was impotent. A determinist race-track mentality and the barbarous fact that
in the way that Kepler and the Calvinists were deter- horse-power is still used for farming.

minists, Einstein knew that the universe was coherent This again only poses the problem which Einstein

and believed in man's reason, but this remained for struggled with in his efforts to explain the evolution of

him a religious belief rather than a firmly grounded the particle out of the field. It is necessary to explain
scientific conviction. He could not locate man's how in each epoch a higher form of energy emerges
reason as his socially determined species nature, and becomes the determining force for future evolu-
subsuming all lower forms of energy out of which it tion. We have been able to do this precisely only in the

emerged, realm of sociology, in political economy. We have laid
The samefallacious reasoning pervadesallformsof the basis for a scientific psychology and we are

Darwinian evolutionary theory. It is not the most beginning to do the same in the physical sciences. In

vicious aspect of Darwinianism that political theorists every case our scientific work has been grounded in
have used his work (which of course borrowed its practical necessity; the pressing need for man to take

premises from Malthus) to justify the most bestial conscious, deliberate control of the evolution of his

controlled-environment notions of man -- dog-eat-dog, species now, or see the destruction of that species in
"Nature, red in tooth and claw," survival of the fittest any form which we identify as human. We cannot

-- concentration camp notions of humanity and the afford to squat outside the universe, to see the
world. But that is not the fundamental flaw, because necessary emergence of a new degree of freedom -- a

one can reinterpret Darwinianism to ground the study higher form of energy -- as a mathematical singu-
of ecology on a study of species reproduction. The larity in the field of existing relations. The leap
struggle for survival then becomes not a series of forward is the historic responsibility which rests upon

predatory battles within or among given species, but a our shoulders.
struggle by each species to utilize its environment to We do not yet have a way of explaining this develop-

increase its rate of reproduction. The dominant ment with mathematical precision, but we can know

species, then, are those which can maximally increase the process and we can have absolute scientific

their rate of reproduction without destroying the certainty as we see it unfold within ourselves. We
ecology upon which that reproduction is based. Those know the negentropic tendency of the universe in those

species which succeed will establish an ecological moments when we experience that creative expansion

balance (zero growth). This denies that at every within ourselves, when our internal universe expands.
historical period, there is a higher form of energy That feeling of joy, of love, which we experience as we
which subsumes all of the relations of the universe understand how we are changing the world by the
which fall under its purview, i.e., which are within its growth of our conceptual power and by our ability to

neighborhood. (We have not yet, to our knowledge, convey this knowledge to those around us, whom we
affected other solar systems by our development on are organizing to help them realize their own

earth asalifeform.) conceptual development; that love is the lawful
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The Second Law of Thermody-
namics: the flow of energy
between different energy states
(here, hot and cold) diminishes
towards zero as energy levels
become homogeneous, at which
point work is no longer possible. ., , _l_,,

subjective basis for our scientific advances, tendency of the universe. It is conceivable for us to fail

it is comparatively easy to look backward and if we do not do this. It is up to us. We are the
account for everything. We can expect to look singularity inthefield.

backward and formulate mathematical laws which The necessity that we locate in ourselves that
will explain the chemical evolution of the universe and realization of our own creative power is the actual-
its physical evolution; we can describe the events ization of the negentropic tendency, not only its ex-

which have brought us to this point. But there are no pression. To do this, we must become musicians who
mathematical laws yet which can describe the at least can appreciate and live in the world of

revolutionary period which we are going through. Beethoven; people who can rescue workers from

There are no laws to describe the constant brainwashing rock culture. We must take the notions
revolutionary periods which will be the normal of Einstein, and not banalize or trivialize them, but
existence of self-conscious human beings who are at a understand that he went one hell of a long way--just

faster and faster rate able to assimilate change in not far enough. We must be compassionate toward
their universe, to deliberately will it without being him and realize that the revolutionary movement

overwhelmed -- in fear and agony -- by chaos and failed him: that Lenin's failure to develop a viable

confusion, communist international based upon a program for
Only as we begin to locate that force of mind in expanded reproduction was a betrayal of Einstein and

ourselves, initially by the creative act of his whole generation of scientists, as well as of the rest

understanding the achievements and limitations of of the working class.
someone like Einstein and all the creative artists and With our program we are now recruiting physicists

scientists who fathered us, only then are we in a and other scientists, and creating the kind of social en-
position to realize the progress from one energy level vironment in which they will not be immersed in the
to the next. A negentropic view of the universe, as ideologicalnotions of matter and field, conservation of

opposed to the simple notion of throughput of a fixed energy, entropy, but will go beyond them socially.
quantity of energy (a bad infinity notion of negative These scientists will therefore naturally begin to think

entropy as energy which is rearranged in more and about the physical universe in ways that are appro-
more complex ways but remains fundamentally the priate. As we ourselves move to the frontiers of

same), is predicated on our realization that the existing culture and beyond, then the implicit

tendency of the universe has been to evolve superiority ofourconceptualability, our grounding in

qualitatively, transfinite changes of energy. It is a program for expanded social reproduction, will
predicated on our knowledge of what we are as become explicit in our everyday thought processes:
members of the Labor Committees. Each of us is a then we will have developed the appropriate intrinsic

necessary creative part of the universal working measure of ourselves against the artists and scientists
class; the" particular ability of each of us to act is who expressed the potential for human creativity
absolutely essential to the continued negentropic before us.
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It is this sense of our own power properly locate_ We can illustrate this in a humorous way by con-
this knowledge of ourselves and what we represent, of sidering the gestalt psychologist Koehler's famous
our place in the negentropically expanding universe, experiments with a chimpanzee and a banana. One
that will guarantee that we have the conviction, the chimp, Sultan, was able to conceptualize the process

firmness, and the ruthlessness to triumph over the necessary to allow her to pull down a banana located

bestiality of the Reeses and the Himmlers, the above her reach. She learned to drag a stool to the

Goerings and the Rockefellers. And it is only this. appropriate place and climb up so that she could reach
the banana. Some chimps who watched learned to

The NeuroticProblem imitate Sultan successfully. Others simply cari-
catured her motions, pushing the stool every which

A number of questions followed the presentation, way, never managing to get the fruit. Success

each trying to "adjust" the concept of negentropy to demanded that the animal conceptualize the process
as a whole first.

fit the law of conservation of energy. The first
The experiment was part of a polemic againstquestion, quoted in full below, is symptomatic of the

vicious reductionist notions of learning theory beingneurotic problems involved. The answer given here is

a condensation and amalgamation of those which peddled by behaviorists like Skinner, which claimed
that human thought processes were simply more

actually followed a series of such attempts to milk a

he-goatwithasieve, complex versions of the mental activity of rats
learning to run through a maze.

Q. I found your presentation very, very fine, very
We can take the experiment a bit farther in our ima-moving, but at one point you kept using certain

phrases that really disturbed me. Youtalked about the gination. Suppose that the banana had been just
evolution of energy, the higher forms of energy. Yet slightly above Sultan's reach so that she could get it af-
from all I know, we have no evidence to say that • ter making a number of tiring jumps. Suppose that the

energy has been increasing. What we have evidence of stool was also located in the room. Would Sultan

is an increase in negentropy, an increase in the ratio of jump or would she bring over the stool? We can't
S/C+V, an increase in the evolution of intelligence, of know, since to my knowledge the experiment was

never performed in that way. But we can be fairly
life, an increase in that capacity in the potential to

positive that Sultan would not have conceptualized
change the relationships between matter and energy.
Isn't that the focus of evolution? It's not an increase in using the stool in the first instance if she could have

energy--it's not an increase in matter, fed herself by the hard but familiar work of jumping.

A. If you think you can locate security in some funda- Now take a man and put him in that same situation
mental particles, you're in for an unhappy surprise. He will immediately look for the easiest way to get his
Not only are you left with a dichotomy between matter banana. He will intuitively think in terms of net
and energy, the particle and its laws of motion, but energy. To carry the analogy still further: We can
scientists have just discovered some new "fundamen- measure the caloric count of a banana, but if we are
tal" particles this past week. If you seek to locate real- planning a meal from the point of view of maximizing
ity in the subdivision of the whole, to make the subdivi- our energy, it makes a tremendous difference if we
sions (particles) fundamental, then you are left with can buy it at the A&P or we have to go to Africa first in

Zeno's paradox unresolved, order to pick it off a branch--even if we have a stool.

'1700 1800 1900

t

From any given linear perspec-
tive there will always be an ecol-
ogical crisis -- an unbridgeable
singularity.-But reality is not
linear, and new degrees of
freedom -- creative social/tech-
nological breakthroughs -- can
change the laws of the universe.
Which way the future? It's up to
you.
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The questioner clearly understands negentropy and fundamental particles continually being discovered,
then he immediately neurotically blocks. Any serious but the fixed "law" of conservation of energy has also

society is going to define energy on the basis of net been redefined twice in the 20th century.

throughput, and this can only be defined in terms of The Political Question
S'/C+V. How else do you explain the development of

industrial society after the use of electricity became If you locate energy as a fixed quantity you cannot
widespread? If we measure energy in terms of escape the antinomies of quantum mechanics. In the

_7 reductionist notions of transfer of energy, we find that final analysis" you are forced to side either with

we dissipate 38 per cent of effective energy when we Heisenberg or with Schroedinger. Heisenberg says

convert the steam power which runs most dynamos to that since you cannot measure both the velocity and4
the form of electrical energy. You can only explain the position of a fundamental particle, because
deliberate social decision to utilize electrical energy sufficiently precise measurement will affect either the

on a wide scale, to the fact that electrical energy is in one or the other, physical reality is therefore basically
fact a qualitatively higher energy source when it is indeterminate. He found this vagrant quality in social
organized by man to run factories and provide reality as well, calling it free will, and on this basis

superior lighting, than is steam power. And the mental found it quite comfortable to remain a practicing
power which understood this and made the social use physicist in Nazi Germany.
of energy practicable is a still higher form of energy. $chroedinger denied this right-anarchist, fascist

Maxwell, the scientist who developed the notion of free will. He was the first to apply the term

mathematical equations to express Faraday's negative entropy to biological process. Healso worked

discovery of the electromagnetic field, thus making with Einstein to develop a unified field theory, but he
possible our ability to control electrical energy, was left on the other side of the paradox. He argued
defined energy as the capacity to do work. Yet he also that the particle had no independent reality, it was

accepted the axiom of the conservation of energy, merely a singularity thrown up by the field, and he

Maxwell had the correct social definition of energy but extended this to his notion of the individual. In order to
lacked an understanding of work; saw it as a continual attack Heisenberg's fascist ideology he could only fall

cycle of simple reproduction. He did not understand back on poor old Plekhanov -- if Napoleon had died a

that with the kind of leaps in productivity which he new general would have arisen to take his place. In
himself had made possible, man's labor power other words, when Lenin died Trotsky was thereto re-

increases exponentially, so that in each succeeding place him ! If Marcus hadn't lived someone else would
period workitselfisredefined, have done just as well! Schroedinger denied the

How is energy ever measured? It is measured unique importance of the individual (the higher ener-
fundamentally in terms of the ability to do work, by a gy form represented by matter-energy as opposed to

social form of measurement carried out by human an energy field in which matter does not have determi-

beings who are measuring energy to some purpose hate existence). In a philosophical passage from his "

and who are defining it accordingly. The law of book What is Life Schroedinger poses it this way:

conservation of energy was socially useful to the What is I? It's ephemeral. Just as the quantum is only
limited extent that it accounted for the waste of a momentary singularity produced by the field, so I

mental energy by scientists who were attempting to have no permanence; ,I am constantly recreated from

build perpetual motion machines without accounting the field. It is the field, not the individual, which has
for energy transformed into heat by friction. The continuity. Schroedinger, like Einstein, intended to be

second law of thermodynamics, the principle of a humanist, but he had a mechanistic, non-humanist

entropy, is useful because it is a measure of the in- understanding of determinism, of negentropy. He
could not locate his own human creativity.efficiency of energy transfer systems. These laws are

useful within these explicit limits. It is when they are If we do not premise our notion of negentropy and
extended to serve as supports to zero growth ideology the development of transfinitely higher levels of
that they become vicious, energy on our own process of human self-

Einstein himself redefined conservation of energy development, on the conscious realization of ourselves
even though he remained trapped within its as the socially appropriate form of mass-energy which
ideological form. First he extended the law to conser- knows itself and the laws of its own development; if we

vation of matter-energy, then, with the general theory do not locate ourselves in those terms, then there are

of relativity, he included gravitational energy within no reasonable terms which do not leave us in the world
the bounds of conservation because work is done of Heisenberg or the world of Schroedinger. And that

against gravity. So we find that not only are is apoliticalquestion.
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Certainty and
Uncertainty"
The Incoherence
of the Physicists
by Dr. Morris Levitt

It is probably justified in requiring a transformation cal theory in the 20th century. While they have getter-
of the image of the real world as it has been con- ally been accorded equal "revolutionary" merit, it is
structed in the last 300years, since the re-awakening
of physics, based on the discovery of Galileo and only relativity theory that has been associated with a
Newton that bodies determine each other'saccelera- reconceptualization of physical reality that (within
tions. That was taken into account in that we inter- certain limits) coherently subsumes (since itpreted the velocity as well as the position as instan-
taneous properties of anything real. That worked for transcends) earlier descriptions of process in nature.

a while. And now it seems to work no longer. One Put as briefly as possible, the central idea of relativity
must therefore go back 300 years and reflect on how
one could have proceeded differently at that time, theory is that the totality, or appropriately delimited
and how the whole subsequent development would sub-totality, of process in the physical universe is pri-
then be modified. No wonder that puts us into bound-
less confusion! mary. Therefore, it specifies, paradigmatic language

(such as space and time) must be mathematicized in
E. Schroedinger structures and with meanings which are consistent(to A. Einstein; Nov. 28, 1950)

with overall process-reality.
Our thesis is that, quite aside from material seduce- For example, in special relativity, the concepts of

ments, coercive pressures and other psychological absolute space and absolute time, absolute
manipulations, the ultimately decisive factor in sever- simultaneity of events, etc. are replaced by new
ing science from the humanist tradition has been the invariants : first, the speed of light as a velocity fixed
collapse ofrigorouslyself-conscious evaluation of the with respect to any two or more observers

coherence of theoreticalknowledge. Nowhere can this regardless of their relative velocities, and as an
be demonstrated for physical science more clearly absolute limit to speed of propagation of any signal,

than in the case of quantum mechanics, i.e., information-bearing string of events; and second,
Quantum mechanics and relativity theory have the invariance of the so-called "space-time interval"

been the two most prominent reformulations of physi- characterizing an event, as measured by any set of
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observers in uniform motion with respect to each biology and Hegel is a bourgeois physicist.) As Ein-

other. All of this goes through without any modifica- stein put it:
tion of the common-sense Euclidean geometrical
space of three mutually orthogonal dimensions in If one wants to consider the quantum theory as final

(in principle), then one must believe that a more
terms of specifying "position." Autonomous space complete description would be useless because there
and time reference frames are replaced by an indivisi- would be no laws for it. If that were so then physics
ble four dimensional space-time complex, or Minkow- could only claim the interest of shopkeepers and

engineers; the whole thing would be a wretched
ski frame, bungle. (2)

With general relativity, the Euclidean character of

space as an unvarying "backdrop" for physical In this essay we will trace the origins of quantum
process in each inertial reference frame is superseded mechanics in the ideological and scientific breakdown

by the concept that space itself is co-determined with of the mechanical-progressive world-view character-
the process-complex of the physical universe as a izing the expansive period of capitalism as it entered

whole. To the extent that geometry is appropriate to a its period of utmost stagnation and degeneration. This
description of physical reality, Riemannian geometry should not be taken for the vulgar conclusion that
and even less restricted topological constructs must social conditions and thought directly determined the
be employed, form of the quantum mechanics (QM) ; physics should

In contrast with relativity theory, quantum receive the "credit" it is due. However, the vast

mechanics, even in its most successful domains of confusion which QM engendered is quite another
application, (1) is totally ambiguous with respect to story.
the relationship between its conceptual apparatus and We will show that most of its fervent apologists, as
physical reality. Since this has been widely recognized well as its hostile critics, have completely in common
for the past half century, there has been much the fetishization of micro-entities "in themselves."

factional struggle over the two related questions: "Is That both sides of historical disputes should act to

the theory complete?" and "What does it mean ?" merely divide the terrain of incoherence according to
Given these problems, and those peculiar to relativity their respective fixations (i.e., varieties of reduction-
theory itself, it is obvious mat the latter must also be ism or bastardized holism) should be nothing new to

incomplete in some sense. The two theories have been those familiar with the history of bourgeois thought
successfully combined in certain limited applications, and its self-styled Marxist critics.
as in the computation of the basic features of atomic In the case of quantum mechanics we can roughly
systems. However, it has not been possible to combine identify three aberrant poles: first, Heisenberg's
them so that there is a unification on the theoretical Absolute Indeterminism, elevating the Uncertainty
level of the cosmological and microscopic domains. Principle per se to a place of primacy in reality;
Having noted the relevancy of the issues raised for the second, Bohr and the Copenhagen School, refining the
future unification of theoretical physics, we turn now Complementarity Principle with the subtlety of

to the peculiarities of the debate over quantum earlier Jesuitical explorations of the Trinity; and
mechanics as a reflection of the collective mind of the third, the Neo-Mechanistic nostalgias of "Hidden-
physicists. Variable" and other Absolutely Deterministic

theories. These will all be discussed in due course. The

first two have by now essentially merged into an
Bourgeois Science orthodoxy which is quickly dispensed to physics

• students -- much as vaccines for exotic diseases are _
Quantum mechanics, as asystematic way of looking to military draftees -- before they are sent into the

at the world (as opposed to its unobjectionable role as field to do battle with Mother Nature.

a particular algorithm appropriate to a range of atom- The problem for the non-expert in approaching this
ic and other phenomena) has been the metaphysic subject is that a welter of formal mathematical

prescribed for a conceptually constipated bourgeois systems and prescribed fundamental assumptions
physical science. To those academics and others who have by now accumulated in a multitude of highly
would object that there is no such thing as a "capital- complex theories. This makes the problem

ist" or a "socialist" science, we reply that "bour- enormously more intimidating at first sight than that

geois" science is scientifically defined as that which is of grasping the transition from Ancient to Classical
produced in the absence of critical consciousness of science, or from Newtonian to Relativistic physics. In

both the processes through which scientific concepts order to judge the coherence or lack of it in the inter-
are historically formulated and evolved, and of the related mathematical and physical ideas of QM one
most advanced unifying conceptualizations of science- must have a more general and advanced standpoint,
in-general and its historically associated philosophical even if it is not as yet fully formulated as physical
elaborations. (Thus, a physicist ignorant of, say, theory. That is how the present article has been
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motivated, but we will also later'be able to discuss developed in more sophisticated form in Platonic and
current work in progress in physics that shares the Hellenistic Greece. This development was coupled

general view of physical reality which has been cen- with the idea of the universe as a hierarchical system
tral to the Labor Committees' political and intel- of fixed qualities and completely determined causes

lectual work. and effects. Pictorially, this took the form of a series
of earth-centered spheres ranging through the planets
tOthe outermost sphere of the stars, with the motion of

I. A Brief Review of Pre-Quantum Ideas the celestial sphere being transmitted to successive
inner spheres by a sort of Greek "fluid drive." The

Early societies had an essentially holistic view of spheres were assumed to forever turn at uniform
the universe, that is, they conceived of it as organical- speed, in contradistinction to the wide variety of mo-
ly integrated. To those whose thinking does not yen- tions to be observed on the base earth.
ture beyond the categories of analysis and synthesis, There were many alternative views, of course, but
these societies will seem merely naive. Certainly they we will restrict our discussion here to a brief examina-
did not produce what we would today call self-con- tion of how this "mainstream" or hegemonic (for its
scious individuals. But as Durkheim argued on the ba- time) model was modified to account for the apparent-
sis of his anthropological investigations, there is a par- ly erratic (as viewed on earth) motion of the planets.

tially self-reflexive intelligence at work in the concept The five visible planets (planet, from the root for
formation of primitive societies. This is revealed in wanderer) posed a major problem for the Greek
the correlation between supra-individual social prac- notion of timeless symmetry in the heavens. They
tice and the society's ideas about the world in general: departed radically from the general east to west arc

Saying that conceptsexpress the manner in which traced by the stars (diurnal motion) to the point of
society represents things is also saying that executing loops, and their brightness was also
conceptualthought is coeval with humanity itself, variable to the point of periodic extinction.We refuse to see in it the product of a more or less
retarded culture. A man who did not think with The reason we raise this problem is that from the

concepts would not be a man, for he would not be a vantage point of historical perspective we can see that
social being. If reduced to having only individual
perceptions, he would be indistinguishable from the it provides a prototypical example of how the universe
beasts, is theoretically "re-structured" in order to re-inte-

Another reason explains wh the constituent grate "model" as well as "deviant" phenomena. In
elements of the categories should takenhave been order to do this and still preserve the psychological

from social life: it is because the relations which role of the hegemonic world view it is necessary to re-
they express could not have been learned except and
through society. (3) structure the universe by rearranging relationships

among its essential features, while basically preserv-
Like Feuerbach, however, Durkheim did not locate ing the autonomous and primary character of those

his theory of social (species) consciousness in the features.
process of social reproduction. For a proper situation In Platonic Greece, this was achieved for the case of

of the issues raised in this article one needs Marx's the planets through the invention of the "homocentric

corrective in the Second Thesis on Feuerbach: spheres" by two students of Plato's Academy; Mai n-
tai_ning the uniformly moving, earth-centered.sphere

The question whether objective truth can be
attibuted to human thinking is not a question of _astheprj.ma.ry.const.rucL_ it was possible to build up a
theory but a practical question. In practice man set of concentric spheres, with axes of rotation of suc-
must prove the truth, that is, the reality and power, cessive spheres offset from each other. (see Figure 1)
the this-sidedness of his thinking. The dispute over
the reality or non-reality of thinking whichis isolated This mod_el intradnced, in princi_l_e a n infinite
from practice is a purelyschoIastic question. (4) number of varia_iQn§ointo planetary motion, but still

subject to the restriction that planetary distance from

The early socially determined conceptualizations of the earth remained_invariant. With a sufficient
the universe were certainly rudimentary in that they "number of nested spheres one could reproduce to a
closely paralleled the literal aspects of earth-bound high degree of accuracy the apparent motion of a plan-

life, as in the Egyptian and Babylonian cases. Even et as viewed from the earth. This still left the question
here, however, a certain degree of imaginative of variable brightness as an independent factor to be
abstraction from everyday experience was developed accounted for.
in order to account for the extra-terrestrial domain; The simplest way to account for the latter

primitive computational astronomy was developed in phenomenon was to make the assumption that it was
Babylonia to quantitatively correlate sequential directly related toa changing earth-planet separation.
positions of visible stars and planets, But how could that sort of motion be accommodated

The tendency toward mathematical abstraction was within the basic ideas of the hegemonic world view?
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Figure 1 c_ Figure 2 Figure 3

Figure 3. Elliptical orbit in the
Figure 1. Homocentric Spheres Figure 2.Epicycles in the Ptolemaic System Newtonian system

The ingenious solution here involved the introduction principles had been incorporated undermined the

0f___eeconstruc_t kn0wn as the epicycle. This.was a.se c- possibility of those principles retaining their primacy,
o_nd_aary,or arbitrari!y_higher order, sphere centered and indeed their very meaning. We will see shortly

'on or near the surface of the primary sphere, and mov- how this situation arises in the case of quantum
ing at uniform speed with respect to thatsurface in a mechanics.
perfect circle. (See Figure 2.) Now one had at hand an Why then were the old conceptions retained '_or so
infinite number of variations in a fully three dimen- long? We must be brief in treating a complex issue so

sional geometry, so that, in principle, all the observed that we can take up the case which immediately

manifestations of planetary motion could be ac- concerns us. If we restrict ourselves to those periods
counted for.In the Hellenisticworld, in conjunction of historyin which relativelyself-consciousinter-

with detailedastronomical observations and geo- ventionaryforcesare not yet developed,then the

graphic research,such computations reached their willfulbut only partiallyself-consciousactivityof

highest levelof sophisticationand accuracy with humanity is capturedin Marx's phrase "...mankincl

Ptolemy'sAlmagest, published in the second century, always takes up only such problems as it can solve."
A.D. This will seem tautological only if interpreted as

Disintegration describing some sort of passive or purely mechnical
interaction between established and emerging social

Why bother about this epicycle business? forces. However, when viewed in the light of willful,

Because it provides a clear and relatively simple but ideologically mediated interventidns within

example of how a purported universal theory, in the concrete historical struggles, Marx's phrase is
course of its elaboration and extension under the properly understood as indicating that the conditions
pressure of general technological and cultural under which new concepts have the possibility of
advance, disintegrated as a coherent world view. becoming hegemonic are also the conditions of

I organic the_ ferment under which they are most likely to beBeginning with _the whole_hess _d_fin_ng

, a__olutes_ac_e an_of motion qf.t_h._P_iatg._z .... developed and elaborated. In_the case before __s,!he
Aristoteleanuniverse, one emds__with,a.__set._._[ conditionsfor the supersedin_ of the Platonic-

i_iy differentconstructsforeach ofthe solar Ptolemaic_universewere the emergence and accept-

boclies._ are the differencesuniquelydetermined, ance of new conceptsfor thecausaloriginsof moti0r__

B'_h-6"time oftherevivalofPtolemaic astronomy in and thecorrel.ated.structureofspace.
the middle of the 15thcentury,even in the partially Thisleadsus directlytothecase ofCopernicus.We
recovered literaturethere were numbers of are not concerned here with the detailsof his

alternativeHellenisticand Arabic computational biographyand work.Jumping immediately tohiscon-

schemes. Finally, Ptoler_y himself knew that the tributioninhisDeRevolutionibus Caelestium Orbium,
model was contradicted by empirical evidence: an published in 1543, we find that he has taken the sta-

• T

epi_that he added to ac__oaLlaI,far.the m_.o_tion.of_:he__ tionar_earthfrg_mthg_c_nt_erofthe un_erse__no_w_Q_.
moon.would have at some time placed it hall x_a,v cupied by the sun) and imparted to i.t.._t_hreemotions;

between the earth and the moon's prim__sL_rb_it. This revolution about the sun, rotation about an internal
_ouid have increased the apparent area of the moon axis, and precession of the a_. As a result
by_._aafa_ctor of four, which .w_,_.. nQj__an, observed of these shifts, his importance emerges as a transi-

occ____urt'ence__ tional figure in forcing the old theory into an even
The new structures into which the old primary more untenable configuration. That is, he is not the
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proverbial pioneer in virgin territory, but rather the universe as a system -- indeed, d_c

one responsible for closing the frontier, principle.s? This question increasinKly came to focus

In doing this he drew on the medieval and Renais- o_simil_B_O_tSLo£_differ_erlce be.twe_n the attract.jpn.=
sance reconstruction of the Ptolemaic system of of the earth for pr0jectj!es and ._t]lc_p_Einciple of

astronomy, and refinements in the ideas of terrestrial cohesiveness of&h_e_.@ojar_sy_t.c._, As indicative of the
and celestial motion which could be used to dispel range of opinions operating, consider the following:

doubts and fears about the earth's motion in space: ,Kepler was of the opinion that b___clies_oved only
under the action of some propelling force, and in the

Now if one should say that the Earth moves, that is case of the earth it was prgvided by. the spoke-like
as much as to say the motion is natural, not violent;
and things which happen according to nature anjmamp.t(ixemanating from the sun; Galileo
produce the opposite effects to those which occur by retained thenotjgn that. the natural inertial condition
violence. Things subjected to any force or impetus, for l_[an_ts _zas uniform, circular motion; and
gradual or sudden, must be disintegrated, and can ............................................
not long exist. But natural processes being adapted Descartes:._._argued t_hat planets deviated from natural ,
to their purpose work smoothly, rectilinear iner3JaJ__mation as _ result of the corpus-

Idle therefore is the fear of Ptolemy that Earth and cular vortices sttrrounding all bulk material bodies.
all thereon would be disintegrated by a natural rota- It is not clear exactly when Newton developed the
tion, a thing far different from an artificial act. (5) mathematics of the Universal Law of Gravitation, but

the key associated ideas were written down by Hooke
The extraordinary feature of the way in which in 1674:

Copernicus structured his work is that he invokes
what were eventually to be the bases for revolu-
"-------- -_--_ ...................... (At a future date) I shall explain a System of the
fionizinnf_astrgnpmy and physics- the relationshi p World differing in many particulars from any yet
between terrestrial and extra-terrestrial motions_and known, (and) answering in all things to the common

the infinite (but bounded) expanse of the universe -- rules of mechanical motions. This depends upon
................................................ three suppositions: first, that all celestial bodies"_

primarily._ ....... _.inorder.=....... to clear the way for what he feels to whatsn,,,_ have an attractmn,,qr gray_l_atipg99._g.r_ i,
be a more natural reformulation of the Ptolemaic towards thei_rowncenters...

_tst.am-This is expressed in his famous cover letter to The s ca_g_i_3apju_i/mn is this: that all bodies
the Pope: "Mathematics is for the mathematicians." whatsoever that _ra put into ,_d,,r_t,i an_i"sT_.l.e

Thus, aside from the novel features accorded the "-_tion._!l _n continue to_ar.d_in a
...... straight line_ till they are by some oth.er_effe.cttml
earth, especially precess!0n of the_aax!s 0.f.rotati0n, the powers deflec'ted and bent into a rao_n_ da_c,rib_a
_)verall scheme is still couched in the language of the -circle, ellipses_or some other more compounded
Aristote----ie-an-'orthodoxy -including the retention of c_ne. The thi--_-_d-s-tip'-P'b-_ti-6-rii__-_that-the_._-9_t:

- • " tractive_ow_s-aiZe"s-0--/iau'c_-t-ffe more powerfulIn
epicyc!es upoa epjcycles for computational accuracy. _tit)_m_ch__-t___e__e'_ffie_li6d_ wro---_ht

Here is the kernel of the relevancy for our investiga- upon _-----___(v_c.__rs. (6)

tion into the case of quantum mechanics in the present

period. The so-callcd_L_'.'.'_ooernican Revolution" did It was on the basis of this program (devised inde-
not in itself redefine or restructure the fundamental pendently) that Newton derived the form for the rate

................................................................. -faiiof pianetdefining relationships in.nature. Rather it combined 0f s toward the sun, the centripetal force,
established and emerging concepts, which were which he combined with Kepler's Third Law of

fundamentally incoherent with each other, in a Planetary Motion to deduce the famous inverse

historical period (itself a setting for decaying and square law of unlversal g_Eawtatmnal attractm n..• . • •

developing forces) capable of dialectically explosive The essential features, of,this theor_¢ were that it
interaction with such a hybrid theory. That is conceived of physical realit_¢ as being an aggregate of

_precisely wh_¢ the Copernican universe as a'-syste_m varmus sorts of corpuscles posses_ing .. innate

lasted only decades before it was radically recon- properties which were manifested in oairwise inter_ ac_......
-ceptualized in various ways by Ixep_er, Descartes, "ti0ns with other corpuscles having some r_fkg.e__.of

• _eo', flnti IM_,utnn _nt_ his contemporaries. And similar innate properties. The pairwise reciprocal.
that is what we will argue is the present situation in interaction became the definlti_n of force_ whic,_h in_

the case of quantum mechanics, i_-aarlier systems had been assigrL_d tt_ pri_, "
Before passing to that subject, it remains only for us angels, and other such poto___._ereatere__ With the ,

to briefly summarize the emergence and key features a_dditiqnal_otrinsj c cgrpus_9.ul_ar_prgl_erky 9fm__ass, and. "
of the Newtonian Universe which superseded the the advent of the calculus, the universe could be
short-lived Copernican era. described in terms of how the instantaneous acceler- •

The essential question provoked for post- aiiions0faiipartiCieSaiteredtheirpositionsandvei0c-
Copernicans by the re-shuffling of the orbs was : what . i ties. This is how Newton summarized this mechanical

was to be the new basis for properly considering the universe in his, Opticks:

I
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All these things being consider'd, it seems probable phenomena, and afterwards to tell us how the prop-
to me that God in the Beginning form'd Matter in erties and actions of all corporeal things follow from
solid, massy, hard, impenetrable, moveable these manifest principles, wouldbe a very great step
Particles, of such Sizes and Figures, and with such in philosophy, though the causes of those principles
other Properties, and in such Proportion to Space, as were not yet discovered: and therefore I scruple not
most conduced to the End for which he form'd to proposetheprinciples of motion above mentioned,
them....And therefore, that Nattire may be lasting, they being of very general extent, and leave their
the Changes of corporeal Things are to be placed causes to be found out.(8)
only in the various Separations and new Associations
and Motions of these permanent Particles....It seems His uneasiness with this state of affairs is revealed

to me farther, that these Particles have not only an by the----factt----ha-t--in his ootick_ k_ ,_d _**_-_,,t tn flnd_
inertial Force, accompanied with.such passive Laws ....... - ........ "-

_d r" " " "of Motion as naturally result from that Force, but __C_ . " " " ta_-._

also that they are moved by certain active prin- tionary, elastic .ethereal medium_ permeating all of
ciples, such as is that of Gravity, and that which ...................................
causes Fermentation, and the Cohesion of Bodies• s_ Whenv_ this workl_ed him to the conclusion that,
(7) through fr!ct!on, _th_c_unLver_.-wouldeventually run

_. Contrary to fairy tales today, this system _w.as. far down, he sought a "higher" unifying principle;

from universally accepted as the logical reformula- The Deity endures for ever and is everywhere

tion of the. Co_erp!cansy_stem, qven by Newton him- present, and by existing always and everywhere, He
Seif. For it was not self-consistent as a corpuscular constitutes duration and space....Who, being in all

places is more able by His will to move the bodies
"_ A pure corpuscular theory, such as was con- within His boundless uniform hensorium,)and there-
structed by Descartes in his treatise, Principles of by to form and reform the parts of the Universe, then

P_Hosophy, involves only dynamical properties of cor- we are by our will to move the parts of our body? (9)

p uscles, and aims to derive all other _roperties_as sec- This is not simply a pious mechanist speaking. The

ondar_. Thus the "action-at-a-distance"/innate prop- spirit of the remarks is Spinozan, and Newton is

ert_ycharacteristics of Newton's l_heory in many ways clearly self-conscious about the limitations of his
smacked _f the a nriorism nf the Aristolean unive._e_rse, work• Nonetheless, what has subsequently ,been

Newton admitted as much, but took refuge in the tan- presented as the Newtonian Universe is purged of all

gible results of this method: but its purely reductionist features:

An absolute Euclidean space and independent abso-
To tellus that every species of things is endowed with lut'-e-time as the stage on which at each" instant -
an occult specific quality by which it acts and pro- .---
duces manifest effects is to tell us nothing....But to "causes." in the form of pairwise interactions (pro7

derive two or three general principles of motion from 4ucing instantaneous accelerations) of corpuscles (or

, :¢- , . j
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Descartes' planets were pulled out of natural inertial
motion by corpuscular vortices surrounding all bodies.

Kepler's earth moved because of theanima motrix ema-
nating from the sun.

Newton's universe moved on the basis of gravitational
attraction.

[ JL.........
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aggregates, which are merely subuniverses) with achievements of 19th century classical physics: the

fixed mass and certain innate properties, precisely correlation of macrooscopic thermodynamic proper-,, .,, ,, .......

predetermi_ne "effects," in the form of altered cor- tie sof b0dies with the statistical mechanics of _.their
puscular positions and velocities (and, hence, new "uunderlvin2" microscopic s_b_strata_and Maxwel!'s
instantaneous accelerations). The future phenomena Equations _a__s_. _athem_atica_l subsumpti0n of all

• • I .roll ..

of this umverse, as descrffirffirffirffirffirffirffirffir-_edin its appi'opriate lane electromagnetic nhe_omena: These two branches of
guage, are completely determined by any past con- study had appeared to be all that was necessary in
figuration, and can in principle be measured at any order to construct a viable ,theory to account for the

time to within whatever accuracy is desired, features of thermal radiation from macroscopic

To this classical mechanics must be added the bodies- the so-called_black-bodyradiation.'_How-

purely wave-like properties associated with the ever, the actualized m athematica_theory (the Ray- "

development of 19th century electromagnetic theory• leigh-Jeans Formula) had two crucial, related de-

This .enlarges the conceptual ,languag e, but still pre- fects. It predicted l_actically totalenergy lossof tl_e
serves the_e of de_ter_m!nist!c cause-effect r_diating bod_yj_as_such energy was radiated away
chains in spaceand time_ - predominantly at short wavelengths: "the ultraviolet

A far broader significance could have been attached catastro_e."_This was, of course, not the case-at all

to the field conce t derived from electromagneticphe- experimenta!ly_
nomena, butRiemann's w0rk inthis direction was not The theoretical formulation which brought the pre-
inter na_lized in physics. Rather, the mechanica!Para- dicted radiation spectrum into line with empirical

d_igm.s_0ffiuids_,.Partic!es, oscillations, andwaves-- data was provided by Planck in 1900. This was_
were predominant. The basic d!ff_erence from earlier achieved by an alteration of the characteristics of the _
classical theories, however, was that in--n- "phase space" -- the momentum vs. position plot

i taneo____usaction at a distance (.as in grayity), the elec- representing the classical molecular states of the radi-

tromagnetic effectsare propa_gated !n a "ret__ar__d_e_d" ating body -- from a continuous space (all allowed
manner and at a finite velocity (speed of light)• The values of position and momenta) to a grid with "cells"

\distinction is summarized by Einstein and Infeld: defined by some "dimension" h, Planck's constant.

"(M_axwell'seq_uati0ns) allowus to increase ourkn0w- Thephysical intervretation which waslater dewlope _
ledge of _ fi__l_db_smalLsteps .... In Newton's _heory, by Planck was that the idea of continuous exchange of

on the contrary, only big steps connecting distant energy__h_._ t9 be _bandoned, and replaced by the no-

events arepermissible.', (10) tion of discrete, indivisible "quanta" of energy, ex-._
This then is the view of reality -- Classical Physics 'pressed mathematicall-y byE--_-hv where v _s the radi -/

-- that prevailed until the end of the 19th century, _y. In asSessing the implications of this,
when a sharp wave of crises sent it crashing down. Out Planck wrote:

of the wreckage emerged relativity and quantum me-
chanics -- and the Copernicans and neo-Ptolemies of The quantum of _ction plays a fundamental role in

atomic physics, its advent in physical science marks
the 20th century, to whom we now turn our attention, a new epoch, for it contains something unheard of up

to that time, something destined radically to trans-
JJ.Quantum Theories form our physical t.hin.kin,g,_l_.ichhhasJ_en base,don

_e con . _ __ . ......................
hI_wton and Leibnitz created the infinitesimal cal-

. culus.(ll)
Finite things are;...but the truth of this being is their /_

end. _f This quantum hypothesis was successfully utilized
Hegel,Science o?Logic _Z by Einstein in 1905 in dealing with another paradoxical

In th_s section we w]!l briefly, summarize the phe-'/_'_L (in terms of classical physics) situation: the photo-
nomena and assocmted _deas which led to the develop-_ _ electric effect• On the bas_s_of_Lhe wave theory_qf elec-

ment of the various, formalized. .quantum theories,, the r__ i_i_ tr0magnetic radiation it was predicted that the energy
consider the major interpretive theses, and finally of electrons liberated from a metallic surface should

turn to the attempts to construct counter-systems. We be proportional to the intensity of the impinging light,
will conclude this section with a preliminary critique and there sh0ul d be some small delay between irradia-

of these efforts, and then approach them in the next t_ionand electron_ejection. This was not the case ex-
section from the standpoint of the general intellectual perimentally, Einstein, however, s h__0._edthat _ care

and moral climate in Weimar Germany• In the final puscular interpretation _f_light, Le., consider_ng_itto_
section, we will take up the question of a unifying be "composed" of photons with energy content given

perspective. ' ,b_y the Planck relation E=hv couJ_i su_c_cess_fully
The usual starting point for the story of quantum account for the observed results.

, mechanics is at the interface of two of the greatest This theory, muchmore directly than Planck's ear-
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Figure4.The Bohr Hydrogen atom Figure 5. De Broglie Wave for a Figure 6. Electron Probability
Circular ElectronOrbit Distribution (Schroedinger) in a

Typical Atomic State•

.lier work, was not merely novel; itwax _lr_dy_ dua/._ point that matter as well as light had dual corpuscular

istjc. Its for - or uscular, but irk contentjm_pli&d and wave-like properties. This point of view was first
that the corpuscularity was connected to _some un- forcefully expressed by De Broglie, who succeeded in
dulatory or wave"iik_p_0pe_ty__ since the quantity v correlating Bohr's results with the characteristics of

did not merely have units of frequency, but could be matter waves which he had derived. (See Figure 5)
made empirically manifest in-c6njunction with many The crowning achievement in this direction came in

sorths o__'parat-us. In the second d__cad_f the late 1920s, with the work of Schroedinger. He was
the 20th r-ntv__y aneW.fie_--- ph,_nolaag_qal_.__ curious able to extend the optical-mechanical analogues of
ehara_._cteristic was established foy t._hes_e phptpns. Hamilton's 19th century formulation of classical

Though having zero mass, they could_transfer m omen- mechanics, and incorporate the De Broglie relation,,...
turn, just lik " , __ _ .................e massy partmles such as the electron• ),=h/p , to obtain a differential equation_for theegg_n=

e fl" " " "][la-lh_%S__919_ltS dual corp_qsc_u]ar and eral wave properties-_ a micro_entity. - the famous

wave-like properties were well established. SchroedinKex equatjnn. "............. ]

The development ofsuch duality notions for ordin- For the purposes of this essay we can ignore later

ary matter were largely the result of investigations developments (in quantum field theories) and, taking
into the problem of atomic structure. The starting the Schroedinger equation as the seminar formalism

point here was the Rutherford model of the atom as a . __ mechanics, r_t ourselve s to a din-
miniature classical solar system, with electrons re- ._cuss!ono f its various interpre_tati0ns, Tl__ebasic_re, suit
volving around the nucleus• Just as in the case of is that i_f...oP.e___s_ui_t___ -_ m;rrn-_ntity in the

black-body radiation, however, this model plus classi- us ualc!assic_a_l wa___y(e.g., mass, interactions with en-
cal electromagnetism was inconsistent with the fact vironment_)_.&ne derives bY solving the differential
that atoms onl seemed to radiate at discrete num-...... _ a equation the space and time dependence of an associ-

" f freq_u_encies.In fact, classic,ql p_sms could not_ " -- " ""function, _ t nm ). Many of the

e_ho.w an atom could have any stable structure, major controvers!es have focused on t_e.. interpreta-
since it Predicted continu_ous-loss of-eiec_tron-energy -tlon of this wave fupqtion. " _= -- L,,_,,(_,_-_--_,

-thr0ughradiati0n. ............... . _t_ \ /_. -
Schroedinger's first impulse @as to interpret this lp

In the-case _0f-the atom, it was Niels Bohr who sug- as something "real," and so he proposed that the

gested the necessary restructuring. In 1913 Bohr ad- amplitude ], 2lwasjust equal to the electronic charge
vancedthe first quantum theory of atS/fii'_ st-rdcl_fire in density. However, the solution for a "free"

_the form of three basic postulates. T_efirst_ (unconfined) electron led to the charge leaking out
t_he_a-llow_d atomic electron ener ies_ ._ _. ____.._ . by quantizing the into space, which clearly contradicted the localized,

._.'0_glio_" asPlanck ha ddon_efor the classical black- fixed charge density of any observed electron. The
body. oscillators. Th_see___on_d_and third postulates statistical interpretation, which has since been most

simply said that the electron does not radiate energy _ei-y-_fft_iilT,-wh_S then advanced by Born. He
___wed" orbit.s, but d_o_es_radiate in sugges_ted_that O_itself was-h0t a pHySical variable of

_"jumping" to a lower level. (See Figure 4) a"_p__m, but rather that it i,epresentedthe -

The Bohr a_m""was--'g--'gubsequently derived from p,._.7_, t-ffats-ome-parfic_Mr;system (outof--the--
more general principles generated from the stand- hypothetical. -ensembie of all.............."similariy .....-prepared"-
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systems) would manifest certain properties (such as 3. Quantum mechanics is incomplete. What needs to

ffb§ition) 1-T'Yt--_re--eXfei-iment_IIjf-bbs-e_.Ved: :This be done is to more carefully think about the internal

implied th_at there wer_ nn lnnger, n_ in the case of___ structure and external environment of the micro-

cl_assical physi_ cs, causal relationships uniquely deter_ entity.

mining the pr_lperti_a of po_r¢ic_fl_r rfljcro-entities. _ The two leading exponents of the first position have

Still, while one might not be able topreclict,'say, the been Heisenberg and Bohr. H eisenberg's Principle is.
position of a particle, one could still damn well essentially subsumed by__BQhr's Principle_of_ 12om-

" -" _" _-plementarity, which has been concisely summarized.measure it at a particular time, with arbitrary accu-

racy. However, here another essential difference with by one of its critics, Bohm :

classical concepts entered. In the latter case one could The essential step made by Bohr was then to
in principle simultaneously measure both particle demonstrate that the laws of the quantum theory ,

position and velocity (as vectors) in such a way that permit one consistently to renounce the notion of
unique and precisely defined conceptual models in

the individual or compounded uncertainties in the re- favour of that of complementary pairs of imprecise-_y
sults were arbitrarily small. The quantum formalism, _defined 'models. Thus, he was able to prove that the ,

"---_ "....................... use of complementary pairs of imprecisely defined
however, indicated that ther___3:e_.'._c_on_njllg_at_:" p_sirs concepts provides a possible way of discussing the
of"obsservable" proPerties, s.uch tha t the product of behaviour of matter in the quantum-mechanical

- the respective p a(red _uncerta_jntjes could never b e domain. But then Bohr's general point of view con-
cerning the principle of complementarity goes fur-

redt;ced__._ ...... below about Planck's constant, h. This result ther than this. For his assumption that the basic
has come to [)'-e-l_nownas the Heisenberg Uncertainty prop__rties of matter cannever be understood ration-

"Principle (1927). a--II-_iym-t_m_ Of ,,nLque and unambiguous models i_m-plies that the use of complementary pairs of imp_Le-
f" ___ogether, all of the preceding re sAlIts,_at_their_ _lselydefined concepts Will be necessary for t__h_e_de-

appropriate level of exl_.!an_Id_:y___rele_vance, : £otally taile[l treatment of every domain that will ever b--e
.-. _. Thus, the limitations on our concepts

subvert the three main conceptions of classical ...are regardedasabsoluteandfinal.(12)

ph-ys-_s.'--'first_ th-at an isolatable phenomenon has

eith__l:_._cactauscalar or wave4ike properties; second, Bohm has thus registered what is usually the start-

that it is strictly causally determined; and third, that ing point for members of category 3. -- the non-justifi-

there _is continuity iil the space-time description of the ability of universalizing the abstracted ideas of the

phenomenon. Let us review why this is so. The first quantum theory. It is precisely such universalization,

point follows from a multitude of phenomena in which, however, that Heisenberg defends in his book Physics

\-_both corpuscular and wave properties must be _ and Philosophy:

employed for an adequate description: the photoelec- Every description of phenomena, of experiments
tric effect, X-ray-like diffraction patterns of electrons and their results, rests upon language as the only

impinging on crystals, Compton scattering of X-rays, means of communication. The,. words of this
• language represent the concepts of daily life, which

etc. The second follows immediately from the Heisen- - in the scientific language of physics may be refined

berg Principle, since one can not even specify the to the concepts of classical physics. These concepts
are the only tools for an unambiguous

earlier and later values of variables which are to be communication ....

related. The third follows from the statistical inter- ...It should be noticed at this point that the Copen-
pretation of t_ ,since one can in no way "interpolate" " hagen interpretation'of quantum theory is in no way .
between successive observations of a system. This is positivistic. For, whereas positivism is based on the

sensual perceptions of the observer as the elements
usually described by saying that the probability' of reality, the Copenhagen interpretation regards
distribution associated with a system "collapses" things and processes which are describable in terms

when a measurement is actually made. of classical concepts, i.e., the actual, as the founda-
tion of any physical interpretation....any knowledge

T_antum mechanics, a"s given, wrecks classi- of the "actual" is ... by its very nature an incom-
cal physics is universally accepted. The mayhem pleteknowledge.

_eruPts when one asks "what does that mean?" Here, ...We realize that the situation of complemen- !
as we indicated at the beginning of the article, several tarity is not confined to the atomic world alone; we.-.

meet it when we reflect about a decision and the )major categories of response may be cited. They are
motives for our decision or when we have the choice k

listed, and in turn discussed, below, between enjoying music and analyzing its structure. )
1. Quantum mechanics sets the limits ()n the concep- (13) /

tual coherence with which we can grasp nature. So for Heisenberg we are limited to "the concepts of

Whether or not new "domains" of phenomena are ex- daily life." Thus, the mental scale on which one would

plored, partially contradictory categories will remain successively place animal intellect, positivism, and

all that is available to describe them. dialectics has been slid down a notch, so that ordinary

2. The leading interpretations of quantum mechanics description of the ordinary is the highest state to be

reach unwarranted conclusions which can be rectified attained. In2_sljch a.world there is an unbridgeable gap
by proper reformulation of the interpretations, between the micro- and macro-domains :
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In the experiments about atomic events we have to which sub_um_. /he ,'lassical and qu:antnm d_rn_in._.

do with things and facts, with phenomena that are L': The physicists hostile to the Copenhagen interpreta-just as real as any phenomena in daily life. But the
i! S'/tion have almost unanimously pursued only the firstatoms or the elementary particles themselves are

as real; they form a world of potentialities or Li,,J°b alternative, and in so doing have overlooked the fact
not

possibilities rather than one of thugs or facts. (14)" J that the Copenhagen doctrine is already fallacious as

But has Herr Heisenberg forgotten that certain corn- it stands -- the Newtonian logic is not at all coherent
mentators had rather more complex views of "daily with process in general in the "classical" domain, the

"real" world, "everyday" life. For the__p,.__.__life"? No, he has heard of them: ....
of that macro-universe, human socmty, _s demon /

Finally, modern science penetrates into those large _'__ , 2_ _
_" areas of our present world in which new doctrines _-"'I_ is the physicists' inability to perceive this that _

were established only few decades ago as founda- /leads them into the quest for yet another "fundamen- ]tions for new and powerful societies. There modern

science is confronted both with the content 6f the doc- |tal" sub-stratum and to view fusion power as justJ
-_ trines, which go back to European philosophical _ another technical option. _"ideas of the 19th century (Hegel and Marx), and with

the phenomenon of uncompromising belief. (15) _" It is not important for our purpose here to catalogue
all the alternative theoretical approaches which have

Now, how does one reply to such rubbish? This been pursued. They involve a variety of interpreta-
brings us directly to grips with the problem posed by tions of the _ function and various models for micro-
the Copenhagen School.It is a baited trap. Because it entities in terms of interactions with internal and

simultaneously embodi_s_ o-n_,.th_e_most_vul- external structures. And as usual the Soviets, though
gar positivist assumptions about human thoug_and generally hostile to Copenhagen "positivism," pro-

physical reality despite all disclaimers to the con- vide no alternative. Consider, for example, the

_trar-y_/tnd, on the other, a devas-t'a_h-_q_a_f-_per:'______ thoughts of a leading Soviet philosopher of science,
i-m_t_ o--[thee-i_ewtoni_anc-oncept - of seRar-- Svechnikov:
ate intrinsic an-d'extrinsic properties. The first point is

--amply made by Herr Heisenber_'s babblings. The That part of the cause which lies in the internal
second has to do with Bohr's crucial insight that nature of a thing constitutes its internal basis. Thatpart of the cause which lies in the external nature of

the acting object is the external basis. The task of
...one must regard the measuring apparatus and science is to reveal the inner basis of change of a
observed object as a single indivisible system, thing.
because they are united by an indivisible quantum
which connects them during the process of inter- ...The problem...of the interaction of an instrument
action....the combined system consisting of the and an atomic particle is an involved epistemo-
observing apparatus and the observed system, is, in logical problem. It is apparently impossible to
some sense, a single indivisible entity which cannot resolve it without an analysis of the actual process of
correctly be analyzed (even conceptually) into more interaction between the instrument and the atomic
elementary parts.(16) entity....a complicated philosophical and physical

undertaking.
Before tackling the Copenhagen School, therefore,

...But this dependence of the behaviour of a micro-
one has to be clear about its essential features and all particle on its inner properties and external actions
the possible alternatives. Its theses can be restated as is what constitutes the essence of the dialectico-

materialist conception of causality. (emphasis
follows: added) (17)

"Our experience has so far revealed to us two

domains, the classical and the quantal. We can Or thescientistsLifshitsandPyatigorsky:

encounter phenomena_ _ that_ are.....more or_ less_ confined__ The fundamentally important thing is that in
to 5fie _0rt-he other, or whichinvolve coupling between quantum mechanics, as in classical mechanics, any
the t_o.--It is only in the purely classical domain that change in the state of a system is determined by............ external actions operating on the system; it is
we can formulate a language and an associated model precisely due to these external actions that the
(Newtonian) which coherently relates concept and system goes into one or another state. (18)

process. This is, in fact, the only possible language- Herr Heisenberg need not have worried! -- The

model construct possible, but it is not appropriate to Soviets are not yet beyond Kant. However, they have
the quantal domain, which is handled on a case to case grasped one aspect of the "thing-in-itself" problem,
basis." which permits a serious criticism of Heisenberg's

There are two altp.rnatives ta thi_ _ emphasis on the uncertainty principle:
is that there is some other domain which determinjp.p,_
the featu_quantum domain and is itself Notwithstanding the complementarity principle,
Newtonian. The secon_dis that there are other modes Heisenberg identifies a microparticle with the mass

-- -- _ point of classical mechanics; in other words, he
of cognition and_ m.entation which ¢orrespond___with leaves the stand of complementarity and takes the
relative aonr_nr;_t,_n_ to n_tnre._a_S_.aw_ole and viewpoint of the interpretation of wave-particle
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duality which regards the corpuscular properties of the dynamics of subquantum levels has in itself been a
a particle as something intrinsic to the particle. This major controversy for two decades. TcJ_ eentrnl i_s.ue
indicates a logical inconsistency of the Copenhagen
approach to quantum mechanics. (19) has revolved around a famous proof by Von Neumann

in his axiomatization of quantum mechanics that the
Criticisms of this sort have been the basis for most existence of such hidden variables wou!d. Contrad!ct

of the counter-theories (which ascribe alternative t_he basic quantum mechanical computationa I appa-

"underlying" or "interactive" -- or both -- properties ratus,, which had already been emp_irica_UyLdemon-
to the "non-classical" particle) advanced in the past strated to be correct at its level of approp_iateappli-
four decades. Before we briefly summarize some of cation___.In response, the adherents of determinism

the representative types let us touch briefly on the pointed out thatVon Neumann's argument didn't close

_ approaches of two of the most consistent critics, the issue since he had assumed the universal validitySchroedinger and Einstein• of quantum mechanical formalism in constructing his

_ Schroedipger_ seems tq_have stuck to the position proof, which was just the point in question. This set off
that the wave character is__Erimary and the corpus- a round of generalizations of counter theories on both
cular_i S-econ-dar-Y__I-nt-l_isview, the real object i's-the sides which lasted until the present, and dragged the

_ f _'wave packet" which by !tS local concentration can whole problem further into the realm of pure mathe-

approximat_corpuscular properties. However, this maticalformalism.
_ap_proaci_ was-unable to-a-de_quately account for the _" The key point about the various alte__rnative o_an -

many instances of discrete valuedness of process turn theories _y__differ_mare__in math___emat-

parameters. Einstein, about whom more later, !_calfor__malj_s__m__thaninlogicfrom Newton'__stheor-y_0f
strangely insisted on the retention of the idea of gravity in his Opticks, i.e., they are_esse_nt!al!y
corpuscular identity and real trajectory, even within Ne_w--tbiiiah-.Their p_roiiferation has all the features of
the context of his work on field theory. We will see that " th-_ compounding of epicycles in the Ptolemaic and

this was close to Planck's view and was probably also Copernican tables. Moreover, most of the theories are
motivated by the desire to refute Heisenberg on his transparently artificial ("hidden variables"); this
own ground. Tills approach was, however, also pr_ab- usually takes the form of gross asymmetries in the
lematic, roles of theoretical concepts -- for example, Lande's

In terms of other alternative formulations we will scheme in which electrons are pure particles and

cite only two types, thepure field and the£ield-corpus- photons are pure waves. Heisenberg has taken great
cular. The former is derived from Einstein and delight in pointing out that just such machinations

-Schroedi'ng_'s ideas in its basic construct_ the__corj_us- were undertaken to preserve absolute space in the

cular aspect as the result of high wave concentration, face of the theory of special relativity. T__search f_,_r
This was elaborated in I)e Brogiie's theory (developed an "improved" theory un__d__such eond,_'t_!onsis thus to

in the 1950s after early discouragement in the late _l-_f_e_of a_ wotlld-he, nan-Aristo_telean_(R_.,
1920s) of the "double solution," in which a new wave Tycho Brahe) in the _aJterm_thgfCopernicus.

equation has a "singular" and a "continuum" solu-

tion, which account, respectively, for corpuscular and A Reassessment
statistical properties. This approach naturally To go forward one must stand back and see what

generated the idea of a non-linear (solutions are not comes out of a reassessment of the Copenhagen ideas.
additive as in the Schroedinggreq_uatioqp__wave equa- In this regard, two of Schroedinger's commentaries
tion to account [ar_th_ sin_nl_r (n_r_'"-_.,l_=lik_ are useful. (Both the pioneers Schroedinger and De
solutions. Broglie were among the earliest to express dissatis-

An early example of the field-corpuscular type was faction with the theory as being final). Schroedinger's

proposedby Bohm. Inhis model, the corpuscular prop: differences with the Copenhagen interpretation
erties are taken for granted and statistical behavior of include the following:

the microentity is]hen___acco_upt__d__fP__rby a combination I fully agree that the uncertainty relation has nothing
of interactions with. $, now assumed to be a real (but to do with incomplete knowledge. It does reduce the

-_nknown) force field, and some underly._g sub- amount of information attainable about a particle as
_- compared with views held previously. The conclu-

_quantum 1evel. _This_ approach and De Broglie's are sion is that these views were wrong and we must give
• hme Lg_ present theories. Here particu- them up. We must not believe that the completer

late flualities r esult_frnm hypoth_c_s_iz_cdfield__j)gu- description they demanded about what is really....... -- ................. going on in the physical world is conceivable, but in
larities, and quantum effects arise from interactions practice unobtainable. This would mean clinging to
with sub-microentitiea_exi_J_ag_at"_dee2agr" levels, pr the old view. Still, it does not necessarily follow that
with the fluctuations of associated "v_cuum" fields, we must give up speaking and thinking in terms of..... what is really going on in the physical

world....Physics takes its start from everyday
The plausibility of "hidden" variables arising from experience, which it continues by more subtle



means. It remains akin to it, does not transcend it This also coheres with recent re-evaluations, as in
generically; it cannot enter into another realm.
Discoveries in physics cannot in themselves-- so I "semi-classical" theory, of the question of whether
believe --have the authority of forcing us to put an the photon is of the same fundamental structural
end to the habit of picturing the physical world as a importance as the particles of quantized mass. See,

reality. (20) for example, "The Concept of the Photon," by M. O.

Sehroedinger provided one example of the sort of Scully and M. Sargent III in Physics Today, March
absurdity that could result if one categorically denied 1972. Schroedin_er's limitation consists of the uni-_,

the meaning of the existence of objective reality lateralimpositi.o_nofnrooertles onMl auanta from the (
during periods when "one" wasn't actively investigat- ..___nal world r ltselfcomposed of quanta ! ___
ing it. He concocted a "gedanken" (in thought) Schroedinger's comments indicate that the two

l experiment in which a Geiger counter circuit is essential Characteristics of an alternative approach
hooked up to the detonator circuit of an explosive -a-r_eis an objectivech_tractertoreAlltyev_n
charge placed on a box in which there is a cat. The when someone or something else is more immediately

i passage of a charged particle through the Geiger {ntervening in it (although the coherence can be con-
counter is described by a wave function containing .ceE[uaJj_e_[_lly_azough_jch intervention); and that

terms associated with the cat both alive and blown to the most localized manifestations of that reality have

bits. Einstein provided the punch line: "Is the state of no definable, continuous self-identity in themselves,
the cat to be created only when a physicist investi- "-bu-tin conjunction with the totality of physical reality,
gates the situation at some definite time?" -an-d-ina wide range bf me_diatingcontexts, do manifest

The problem with arguing about the know-ability of important invariance characteristics• This is the
the detailed history of the micro-entity per se is )'nverse of Heisenberg's approach, in which __
Schroedinger's other point: __definedparticles capriciously evade o_y. So

far, so good. But now the problem is, how to realize
I believe the situation is this. We have taken over these properties with an approach different from the
from previous theory the idea of a particle and all the anti-Copenhagen theories just summarized.
technical language concerning it. This idea is
inadequate. It constantly drives our mind to ask for This is equivalent to the problem of going beyond the
information which has obviously no significance. Its Kantian ontology and the associated-nradicate_,

imaginative structure exhibits features which are '-_'underlying" and "external". For in seeking toalien to the real particle. An adequate picture must ___ .....
not trouble us with this disquieting urge; it must be restore an ontological principle the theoretical hp_i-
incapable of picturing more than there is; it must eists have assumed that it must be grounded in those
refuse any further addition....The particle, as we
shall see, is not an identifiable individual. It may predicat__es. But this view raises the svectre of Zeno's
indeed well be that no individual entity can be con- p__aa_radoxon the scale of the whole universe. Indeed,
ceived which would answer the requirements of the one of the best known anti-Copenhagen manifestoes
adequate picture stated above. (21)

_-+- admits as much in its conclusions:
Schroedinger reached this conclusion on the basis of /

the (Fermi-Dirac) statistics of electron quantum ( To know this reality better.... we must continue our
+_ scientific researches, with the objective of finding

states which were developed in the 1930s. T__h.fi.r,flr_e__ more and more of the things into which matter in the
the idea is that the electron is not a thing; it is a Set of process of becoming can be analysed approximately,
pr_-"operties,a state, which depends on some defining of studying in a better and better approximation the- -- relationships between these things and of dis-

totality. _ covering in greater and greater detail what are the
There is a recent experimental result (22) which is limitations of the applicability of each specific set ofconcepts and laws. The essential character of

worth citing in regard to the ideas above. In a series of scientific research is, then, that it moves towards the
"coincidence" experiments with 5 7Fe Mossbauer absolute by studying the relative, in its inexhaustible
radiation, two interesting results were noted with multiplicity anddiversity.(23)

respect to the uncertainty product hE •/X4= of the Thus, from the Copenhagen frying pan into the "bad-
detected radiation. F_rsLs_tthere is strong reas_0._to infijljJy"fire.
beheve that the uncerta_r_admtmn ener zs due se two "alterna "_..... _2ne-_r_ _Only one concept remams after thv -
to zts measurement Ume m the apparatus as a whole; / ti_+_', m nnlfi+d nn_v+rm+In wh|eh antala_v and nrad,-
second, ff the radiatmn sat,sties Emstez_'s p-hoto- / :'_':+....... ,, .+A,,+..;.+,, ..._o+o..m;._o,_ +,_,.,h+,.hth.
electric effect description of the p-_ol_on'-_§'++p+Tan- / .,_. ,, + ,, ',, +_ _. .......... ,,. __+,__....... : ........ :....... . ................... :-................ / "micro anu macro oomalns ave IIIUtU_III_.+['I_lllglJ-
taneously emitted m one place and instantaneously / :..... ,,. . .- ' :. ,, ;.._...;- ...... ----7-

...._-.... ;-_-+-.'., _; ...... _, ._.......... ?+-_ ...... -_. , I eve, ramer man m mteraeuon. _ms ts me concept
aosoroeo at me surmce men the unc_r_lncy prlnc.tlltel . ....... , _. - ..__ /.............. - ........... t wnlcn we take up in the concluolng section. ]

is vi 1 ...... _ - '- _ -J+_v_ted_i__r cfiaase. T+h!s!ndicated that :

the Mossbauer radiation is continuously emitted and First, to further clarify what is at stake, we return to
absorbed over a short, but finite, time int-drval.._oth of the origins of the quantum theory and re-examine
these results are highly suggestive_inition of them in the context of the intellectual anarchy of post
the "photon state" by the process a_sa whole. World War I Europe•J

I
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III. Weimar Cultureand Quantum Theory funding of science, there seeemed to be no reason to

doubt that science would continue to play a highly

It has been shown that phenomena inexplicable in esteemed role in German society. That was to

terms of the Newtonian system led to the rise of a new abruptly change with the total defeat suffered in the

acausal physics, a physics of Copenhagen antimonies, fall of that year.

There can be little doubt that this development was Within a year of the war's disastrous end, strong

sufficiently determined by the experimental results intellectual currents had developed which were to

and the general limitations of prevailing thought in challenge the form, content, and social role of science•

physics. But one can not overlook the specific fact What is of special interest in the development of this

that very few individuals were willing, let alone able, tendency is the effect which it had on the German

to struggle to transcend the situation when it arose, physicists• Sin_ the origins of the quantu_in
Quantum mechanics was therefore a theory which systematically formulated terms date to about 1924,

.--'_ a_n_e_tewha_n ufi-U__ _H_i_C_-"not only arrived in the third decade of the 20th one c _if

century; it was appropriate to the period of its incep- were shaping physicists' thinking in the pre-i92_[
tion. It is therefore lawful that the place and time permd.

where it was most fervently greeted as ushering in a --_'TIie ge--_eral situation has been summarized by a
"new era" was Weimar Germany. From there, the historian of the atomic scientists:

hegemony of the uncertainty principle was to radiate
to the world. ...in the aftermath of Germany's defeat the dominant

intellectual tendency in the Weimar academic world
How was it that the quantum theory and its featured was a neo-romantic, existentialist "philosophy of

acausal elements could largely be grown on German life" (Lebensphilosophie -- M.L.) reveling in crises
and characterized by antagonism toward analytical

soil? It had been Germany that in the second half of rationality generally and implicitly or explicitly, the
the 19th century and through World War I had set the scientist was the whipping boy to the incessant

pace in most fields of rigorous scientific investigation, exhortations to spiritual renewal, while the concept-- or the mere word _ "causality" symbolized all
and had actively organized its scientific activity in that was odious in the scientific enterprise. (24)

pioneering industrial laboratories, state supported
universities and research institutes, and technical Certainly a number of leading scientists saw

• German society ag'--increasVn-gry_ostering the,schools. Science and technology had been decisive in . ,
developing German industry, such as chemicals, and lrration_ _ anck: -- _-

the scientists had been assigned an important role in "_...thebelief in miracles in the most various_forms --_'_
war-related research. As late as June 1918, when occultism, spiritualism, theosophy...penetrates wide _

• circles of the public,...despite the stubborn defensive \ _r
mathematician Felix Klein and representahves of efforts directed against if from the scientific side. _ |

government and industry met to discuss future (25) _/_

k

d
A 1905cartoon reveals that "naturalism" had already
infected German intellectuals•

"She : You are a German professor, n'est-ce pas?He:
_' Did you recognize this by the manner in which I ex-

press myself?She: No, by your hunter's shirt."
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And Einstein found it "peculiarly ironical that many before 1918 postulated that the appearance of stat-

people believe that in the theory of relativity one may istical laws in physics would be shown to be related to

find support for the anti-rationalistic tendency of our spontaneous behavior of microentities. But the only
days"(26). This threat seemed real enough in social phenomena he referred to in his major work were

terms to the German mathematicians that in 1920 they Brownian motion and radioactivity. In fact, the vari-
formed the Mathematischer Reichsverband as a de- ous quantum effects which were described earlier,
lense organization to protect the place of mathematics and which were embodied in the Bohr atom as the

in the schools. Their fears were well grounded, since "old" quantum theory, did not in themselves provoke

by 1924 the roles of mathematics and science were sub- widespread discussion of the causality principle. It
stantially reduced in secondary schools. In response to was not until 1923 that Max Born called for a new con-

the Prussian education ministry's plan of 1924 Felix ceptual approach to resolve the physical problems.

Klein said bluntly, "This school reform signifies for Nevertheless, by that time a significant number of

our educational system the end of a century of leading physicists had already drastically (and pub-
science." licly) shifted their positions on what physics was all

What was the emerging ideology which motivated about. The case of Wilhelm Wien illustrates the first

such "reforms" and which was the ultimate threat to phase of the transition -- redefinition of the motivation

the persona of the German scientist? Here we need not and social role of physics. In an early period his views
cite all the tendencies and anti-rationalist ideas, since had been conventionally utilitarian, stressing the ira-

there is one work which captures (and in practice, portant mutual stimulation of physics and technology,
motivated) their spirit as well as many of their and denigrating any influences of philosophy. How-

themes: Spengler's Decline of the West. First pub- ever, by 1920 Wien is able to explain to the Prussian
lished in 1918, it had wide and decisive effect among Academy of Sciences that physical research reflects

German intellectuals as an expression of Lebensphilo- "an inner need of the human spirit." And by 1925 he is
,_sophie in general, and as an attack on the Western prepared to argue that "the results of research are

tradition in science in particular. . . worthless if they are not taken up into the culture."
Spengler's wor k basically combines a ',refutatlon''_ This justification of science in terms of some life

of th_ective knowledge alon_ wi!h_t% 7 force relentlessly driving on research was in fact al-
g--r-o-__ist _ll,,e,?rt_ about the.orgamsmlc / most unanimously adopted by the scientist of the
e-_ies of human cwdizatlons. Outof this amalgam _, 1920s, and is a clear index of their need to accommo-

emer-g_g_n extreme relotivist position on culture and ) date themselves to the Spenglerian environment. The
_cl.ence: -- J choice was constantly posed between cold intellect

_/ and warm, organismic feeling. Even a formerly hard-There simply are no conceptions other than anthro-
. pomorphic conceptions ... so it is certainly with boiled logical empiricist, Reichenbach, was moved to

every physical theory .... (27) explain that when one does physics it is "like the wish
to form a community with others."

Nevertheless, Spengler does see a unifying char-

acteristic of Western, or as he calls it, "Faustian" sci- Capitulation
ence: the causality principle (Kausalitaetsprinzip). It What is even more striking, however, is the

is this principle, in opposition to the more fundamental capitulation to the Spengler doctrine within the very ':.2_,-
principle of Schicksal (destiny) that is central to _6f ph_,s_cs_. Here the issue was not vague

man'sfate: feelings, but the cutting edge of the causality
principle. Whhat was at stake, as noted by the,

< The one requires us to dismember, the other to cre- physicists of the time, was not simply a particula_r- (ifate, and therein lies the relation of destiny to life and
causality to death. (28) crucial) featur__ee of physics! tho_ but its ver_"

ccogniscibility. As Reichenbach stated in 1920, "if there
The outcome of the struggle is not in doubt as "weary is Cognition of nature, then the principle of causality is

after its striving, the Western science returns to its valid, for, without this principle, cognition, by its very
spiritualhome." meaning, is impossible."(29) Numbers of physicists

This is the appropriate place to take up what the ac- were in full agreement with Reichenbach's corollary

tual situation in physics was in the early 1920s. Firstly, and yet repudiated causality -- without pausing to
the effects Spengler probably had in mind when he reconsider whether or not the concept itself needed
talked of "crisis" in physics, related to relativity and rethinking.

statistical thermodynamics, had in no way in their In surveying the positions of the earliest converts to
formulation contradicted the definitions, coherence, the acausal doctrine, one can make a basic distinction

or causality relations of physical theory. There was between two types. While they are both basically

one prominent scientist, Franz Exner, who had even Spenglerian, one at least also contains the germ of
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some unitary alternative conceptualization. As ex- ...finally and above all, it is the essence of the con-
amples of the "pure" Spenglerian sort, one can note tinuum that it cannot be grasped as a rigid existing

thing, but only as something which is in the act of an
the cases of Von Mises, Schottky, and Nernst. First inwardly directed unending process of becoming ...
Von Mises (30): (but) there remains ... room for autonomous de-

cisions, causally absolutely independent of one an-
other, whose locus I consider to be the elementary

August 1920: --We see now in our time, how a new quanta of matter. (33)
and simply enormous field of phenomena, ... is
drawn into the realm of causalexplanations. So instead of a coherent alternative development
September 1921 -- ...other, perfectly definite ... based on a unified field theoretical approach, another
considerations are destined to relieve or to supple- stream is added to the torrent of existentialism and
ment the rigid causal structure of the classical
theory, vitalism.

What was mustered in response to this drift in the

Evidence: The general statistical results of physical early 1920s? Surprisingly, damn little. The two key fig-
experiments. Change of evidence from August 1920 to ures in this regard were Planck and Einstein, but the

September 1921 : None. latter steered clear of public polemics. Thus the main
Schottky's recantation (1921) was predicated on the burden fell to Planck, who did not hesitate to assert

fact that the laws of interaction of atoms with radi- the most extreme formulation and defense of causal-

ation were notyet known and so "state variables of the ity: "For causality is... transcendental, it is entirely
field theory ... no longer possess any significance independent of the constitution of the inquiring intel-

whatsoever for scientific research."(31) End of proof, lect, indeed it would retain its significance even in the

Nernst, in the same year, bases himself on a similar- complete absence of a knowing subject." A principled
ly flimsy and artificial construct. Arguing that fluc- and courageous conservatism for the time, but none-

tuations at the micro-level might be due to fluctua- theless a forecast of the anti-Copenhagen sterility.

tions in a hypothetical ether, Nerst argues that the old _ Einstein, in contrast, devoted his efforts to develop- _

breaks down because "then we come to an ing a deterministic theory based on his earlier work on i

_itely extended system, in the face _f Which our general relativity. Since the years 1907-09 Einstein's
l_ffs of thought fail." There are several ironies here. aim had been to develop a "field theory with quantum

One is that' _ernst's model had already been de- solutions, not a quantum 'mechanics'." But in 1929 he'_'_
veloped, without crisis, in a purely classical form by had to report that "The postulate of general relativity _/
Boltzmann in the late 1890s. It is also a forerunner of as well as the hypothesis of the unified structure of 7
the sort of picture employed by lateranti-Copenhagen physical space, or the field, were supposed to serve as /

theorists. Clearly there are other forces responsible guideposts in this search. There the goal stand.s, unat- I
for failing thought, rained. And there was scarcely a £.e!low physicist to be I

The cases of Schroedinger and Weyl are more corn- found who shared my.hope of arriving by this route at
plex. The former had been a student and colleague of a deeper understanding of reality."(34) (Emphasise)
Exner, and so before the war had already been ex- added) t

/

posed to acausal ideas. In 1922 in his inaugural By the middle of the 1920s the issues had to be
address at Zurich he acknowledged Exner's role and resolved in the face of more or less polished theories,
stressed that causality on the micro level would create with the development of Heisenberg's matrix mech-

an intolerable duality in natural law. He also stressed anics in 1925 and Schroedinger's wave mechanics in
a theme which we noted in the last section, but which 1926. (A brief biographical note on Heisenberg is in

at this time was invested with more provocative order, to cap off the discussion on the role of ideology.

imagery: "This duplication of the laws of nature re- When he began the study of theoretical physics at Mu-
minds one too much of the animistic duplication of nich in 1920, Heisenberg had already been a member
naturalobjects for me to believe in its tenability."(32) of one of the radical rightist youth groups devoted to
In any case, his loyalties to coherence ultimately over- Lebensphilosophie for several years. The next two

came any Spenglerian colorations, as evidenced by his years were divided between intensive study and an in-

insistence on relating mathematical and physical con- tense political activity whose exact nature Heisenberg
cepts in his contribution to quantum formalism, and omits in his memoirs.)

his later criticisms of the status of the theory. With Born's development of the statistical inter-

_i _ Weyl's ideas in this period are perhaps the most fas- pretation and Heisenberg's public campaign for the
inating. As one of the few physicists who had actively finality of the uncertainty principle in the later 1920s,
ngaged Einstein's general field theory, he was uni- the way was clear for the final assimilation of the
uely situated to intervene in the developing contro- "new" physics into the "avant-garde" of fascist

versy. However, the best he could muster was a semi- Weimar culture.

mystical mixture of Riemann field theoretical and The case of Weimar shows that the immediate con-
Liebnitzian quantum concepts: ditions in Germany gave positive impetus to the idea
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The Double-Slit Experiment:
The double slit experiment is often invoked as one of the However, when "wavelength" and slit dimensions are

simplest illustrations of the transition from classical to comparable (for example, a "thermal" neutron with energy
quantal behavior. A beam of particles, typically electrons, is of about 0.025 volts or a 50 volt electron have wavelengths
emitted from a source (such as a hot wire) and after passing comparable to the spacing of atoms in a solid or liquid, which

• -8

through an initial collimating slit is directed toward a plate is about one Angstrom or 10 cm.)the signal intensity at the
with two holes in it. Beyond the plate is a screen which detector shows the spatial variations characteristic of wave
contains some sort of particle detector such as a interference phenomena, even when only one electron at a
photographic emulsion or an electron multiplier. When the time is being detected (see II). Both the classical and
beam energy is large enough so that the De Broglie wave- quantal aspects of these phenomena can be subsumed,
length is small compared to the slit dimensions, a Simple however, by a self-reflexive conception of physical process.

'"beaivi_'_d°w'-'-is-°htained_seeI)'.--- - --- I. The classical-corpuscular picture. The essential meta-
physical conception is that of inertia : the "innately" discrete

body moves itself so as to trace out a trajectory which is
parallel to the straight lines defined by an absolute Euclidean

Particle Trajectory reference frame which forever characterizes the geometry

FIG. A1 of the universe. It is assumed that earth based material
bodies can be constructed and aligned according to
Euclidean prescriptions so as to replicate the contours of the
absolute frame.

Using such experimental instruments, the inertial

_ _ j _[_J traj ect°ry can be dem°nstrated empirically f°r a wide range

:K of macro- and micro-entities (of sufficiently high energy) in
"free" or in field-permeating space, as in Figure A1. The

_ _'/ double slit pattern is in this case the mere projection of non-

>,__ / intercepted corpuscular rays (Figure A2).

Magnetic Field Region
II. The quantum-wave picture. The essential metaphysical
assumption is that there is associated with the micro-entity a
"guiding," but otherwise non-physical, wave which inter-
feres with itself; the consequences of such interference are
most noticeable when the De Broglie wavelength is

_N_ comparable to the slit system dimensions. The only observed

manifestations of discreteness-localization occur at the
"points" of particle emission and at the screen.

It is further assumed that there is no empirical basis for

demonstrating the reality of the psi wave or the
particle

Beam trajectory; one is not even permitted to conceptualize the

SoL_urce Image] particle as physically passing through the slit system, let

Source / alone a particular slit. Sufficient verification of the meta-
physics is thought to be provided by the experimental fact
that the two slit screen pattern (Figure Bl(b)) is not the
simple superposition of single slit patterns obtained when one
of the slits is covered Figure B1 (a).

; III.A proto-unified conception. The particle is characterized
Screen by certain invariances which are defined on a space-time

Slit 1 Open

FIG. B1
J

_/ Intensity of Signal
• Detector at Detector
J

" PI P,t

Source _ '2.

/
/

Double Slit Plate Screen Slit 2 Open Double Slit Interference

Patterns (b)
Single Slit Interference
Patterns (a)
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Tile Classical, Quantal, and Proto-Unified Approaches
manifold which it co-determines with matter as a whole. Its in no way makes less real the process that takes place in the
localization and trajectory in space-time are thus neither absence of such operations. (The regions near the source and
simply "innate" nor externally "determined". Rather, it screen also "interfere" with the trajectory but are less
moves on infinitesimal space-time geodesics (paths)which it important than the slit effects in determining the overall
participates in defining, which become the basis for subse- results due to their non-periodicity.)
quent trajectory development. A biological analogy to the problem is provided by the

organ-typical cell which maintains its essential structural
Over a wide range of particle energies and micro- or integrity and function even as it is non-deterministically

macro-environments, however, the intrinsically non- displaced (during its lifetime) as progressive differentiation
differentiable (in the sense of the calculus) trajectory of organs occurs duringembryo-genesis. Its motion provides
"segments" can merge into the smooth, continuous path of a paradigm of the complex, but real quantum trajectory.
the mythological inertial particle. But conceptually this is
now a channel actively carved out in a space-time manifold,
which itself is defined by the actual physical process. FIG. C2

Under conditions of more direct mediation or (a)
"confinement" (that is, when co-relation of the micro-entity x
and some micro-environment becomes important) ,_x ]I-
characterized by energy values such that the particle's De NEWTON'S MOMENTS .,,_/_

Broglie wavelength (now considered to be only a useful Fixed sources and action at a _tscalar reference) is comparable to characteristic "environ- distance; a mechanical i
ment" dimensions, the situation is fundamentally altered. In trajectory. ' 0¢'_' > O 1_

this case, there is a new transfinite structure which still t_
"projects" free electron discreteness properties, but within
more complex space-time dynamics. Under such conditions,
any "inertial" description becomes meaningless.

Applying these ideas to the double slit experiment, we can (b) " " x

roughly divide the process into two domains: the quasi- _' 7?inertial "free", and the "mediated-transfinite," as depicted MAXWELL'S MOMENTS ¢'3
Fixed sources but retarded ___,

in Figure C1. In both domains the particle retains its fields;awave equation. __2.'.1"
essential quantal properties (or else one is back to

Schroedinger's original problem of the electron "leaking" I; J_ t I
away) but with differences between regions which must be ,_,_¢-/ .
the subject of further theoretical elaboration. Thus, the _J"' _ _ OT
concept of trajectory must be re-conceptualized (as above), I. t.
rather than abandoned.

In the region near the slits the situation is not funda-

mentally different from an atomic state, except that in a (c)
bound state the total range of moment to moment structures

is generally more limited. In both cases, the key concept is _that of self-reflexive process generating meta-invariant SELF REFLEXIVEMOMENTS ..--
moments. A model of such process is schematized (and thus Field and particle are mutual " p

• / • I
unavoidably abstracted from reality) in Figure C2. sources in a unified structure.. ,_ / L

From this standpoint, the double slit pattern would not be t ,- e
expected to be .the linear sum of single slit patterns, t -" _,
Obviously, the trajectory itself cannot be "photographed" t ./" -." I

I I
I I

without introducing a totally new physical situation, but this _._ __ _ _ _ __

FIG. C1 / Zones of Mediation I I

J i I I
a i I i
I I I Hypothetical Electron '.

__', "- I Configuration i

r-"--' , j
, .;1 II I

I I i
J "Free .... Free"
I l I i
I I I

J I,. Distance of Same Ordering as
r _ De Broglie Wave Length
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that most of nature was fundamentally un-knowable, 2. Wave-Particle Duality of the Properties of
since irrational. However, the severe German path- Matter. Under different experimental conditions,

matter behaves more like a wave or more like a par-
ology should not be interpreted as being "responsible" ticle, but always, in certain ways, like both together.
for quantum mechanics. Rather, it stimulated a more 3. Properties of Matter as Statistically Revealed

sensitive anticipation of the theory in Germany than Potentialities. Every physical situation is now char-acterized by a wave function. This wave function is
elsewhere. Elsewhere, the average level of neurosis not directly related to the actual properties of an
and wretched ignorance of unifying conceptions was individual object, event, or process. Rather, it has to

be thought of as a description of the potentialities
quite sufficient to sustain the hegemony of Copen- within thephysical situation .... in quantum theory, it
hagen ideas, or largely sterile counter-schemes. That has no meaning to discuss the actual state of a sys-

is largely the case today, as minus the "magic" of the tem apart from the whole set of experimental condi-
tions which are essential toactualize this state. (35)

1920s and 1930s, various models are cranked out in

physics factories. There is a fourth feature which is important not only

The vaunted "revolution in physics" in the 20th cen- as an additional break with classical theory, but

tury ultimately boils down to the growth of some new -becau._ it ___!__a_v,_'o!at,_s_basir_r_.0f Ejrlst_in's
functional predicates of nature made possible by the relativistic framework. This is the category of "non-

quantum algorithms and associated technologies "causal" correlations, which is known in the physics
(e.g., the transistor). Thus, it really is merely the con- literature as the Paradox of Einstein, Podolsky_ and
tinuation of the original scientific and industrial Rosen (EPR). Put simply, it is that in a typical quan-
revolutions into a mystified micro-domain in the era of tum phenomenon, correlated events (such as the

capitalist degeneration, simultaneous determination of the states of widely
Had the conditions been realized for a truly revolu- separated decay particles) occur which cannot be

tionary and unified conceptualization of nature, there explained on the basis of "signals" being propagated,
would also have been no Auschwitz. But now, almost as causal agents, at less than the speed of light. This

five decades later, with Einstein's project still largely feature signifies the irrevocable break with all pre-
ignored, the "quality" of life -- rather than its coher- quantum ideas of the relationship of events in nature,

ence -- is again an issue. And once more, the "corn- and the incompleteness of relativity theory. Thus, one
munitarians" warn of the evils of science, while the is again presented with the choice of arguing "it can't

Nazi doctors and the astrologists explain the coming be," or searching for the system of which it is a logical
death camps at Ivy League graduation ceremonies, feature.

We return now in the concluding section to a recon- Surely we are now on confusing and unfamiliar

sideration of quantum theory, and an introduction to ground. For what has been left behind a__t31e
theoreticalwork which grasps the problem, most deeply in,rained _A_LS__of modern human

_thought:_ FFirst, that the world is ultimately populate_d

with various entities -: particles, _s --
IV. The Way Forward whi----ch,despite even the most violent and abrupt alter°

ations of their features, are still, through _nme inh¢r-Thus both the Appearing and the Essential World are
each the independent whole of Existence. One was to ent "essence" continuously and forever identical with
have been only reflected Existence, and the other "themselves: and second, that process in natt)re is ulti-only immediate Existence; but each continues itself
in the other, and consequently in itself is the identity mately reducible to a complex of strings_of events that
of these two moments. -"--_ .... --are ser_auzea in a definite w__v. whether classically nr

Hegel,Science of Logic re_allv. -- --

In this concluding section, the basic features of How can one begin to take leave of such ideas, which

quantum phenomena are resummarized and placed have been held by all but a handful of the billions of
within the context of the phenomenology of matter in people who have lived in modern societies? To begin,

general. The basic features suggested are then shown consider three apparently different situations and see
what one can make of them: an electron, a person, ato arise in a natural way within a conceptual scheme
rock. Can one speak of "essence" or "cause andwhich has been proposed recently to eliminate the

present contradictions in physical theory, effect" as ultimate realities for any of them?
The electron: It has already been shown on severalIn the earlier sections on physical theory, the fol-

lowing three new features of the quantum theory grounds that "it" cannot be considered identical with
itself over time, even as part of a lone hydrogen atom(relative to classical physics) were indicated:
in some cranny of the universe. And should it ever

l. Indivisibility of the Quantum of Action. This indi- meet up with a positron it can be "converted" to

visibility implies that transitions between stationary photons -- which can be absorbed by some other "par-states are in some sense discrete. Thus, it has no
meaning to say that a system passes through a con- ticle" -- which can lose some part of its energy in a
tinuous series ofintermediatestates, collision, etc., so that "it" ends up effectively and
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untraceably dispersed over the whole universe, originating in the modern period with Ficino and

The skeptic at this point will say "All right, the elec- culminating in Hegel and Marx, to comprehend the
tron is weird, but it's a pure quantum entity. But I transfinite. Had they internalized that struggle they
know who I am, and what causes me to act and think." would have been able to locate the new 19th and 20th

The skeptic has already betrayed his ignorance of century physical data within the tradition in

other opinions, such as those of Marx and Hegel, but mathematical physics of Riemann and Cantor.
he is still eligible for the short course. When he says he Then the kernel of the matter would be universally
knows who he is, does he mean his material substrate, recognized: Discreteness (quantization) is not proof
his appearance, or his ideas -- or all of them? In terms of static, self-sufficient, self-continuing identity -- if it

of the substrate, does he mean last year's cells? Sorry, were it would then be proof of universal incoherence
they're gone. Well then, the electrons. Sorry, we just -(viz. Zeno, Kant)_and, hence, disproof of the existence

discussed them. All right then, the whole damn thing, of the holder of that view. Discreteness, rather, is the
the face in the mirror. That's like the rock, which is °appropriate localized form-expression of a universe

treated next, so hold on -- but in the meantime, note which is not a mere continuum, but instead is a self-
that any organism or sub-level exhibits systematic be- reflexive m_lti-continuum.

havior, i.e., it can't be analyzed in terms of substruc- This latter point is conceptually illuminated by the
tures. That leaves thought. And only various leaps, Cantorian infinitude of transfinite levels and by the

mediated through social activity, can account for the limitations of the theory of general relativity. Phe-

passage from new-born baby to what you are now -- nomenologically, the discrete "thing" is itself of_
ask Koehler. (If your thinking is rigid and apparently transfinite integrity, but as an intersection 'o__r
continuous, it still really has the creative features, but intermediation of other transfinite levels. This is most

you're mentally ill -- i.e., confined to merely endlessly r--eadily seen in the example of the role of individual
reproducing bourgeois ideology.) iJsycl_ological_uctures in mediating between social

So the whole case, determining the fate of billions, -__ical processes as well as having their
comes down to the rock. Now think of the toughest, owAl_

most durable rock you've ever taken home as a paper The key concept is thus that of the particular which !
weight. Smoothed down by eons, compact, no powers, is both historically determining as well as determined,

Is that not finally the icon for a desperate humanity, the expression of and agency for free energy

the awful "thing-in-itself?" generation. This has been discussed previously on the , !
But what's that it's sitting on? The pedestal? .... level of economics and ecology in terms of production ,,_

The pedestal! Close the cathedral doors, remove the and speciation spaces. (See "Human Ecology and the -,j
masses, and get the rock strung up with some invisible Science of Socialist Planning" by E. Lerner in the
wire or the whole thing is blown. Otherwise it will be Aug.-Sept. 1974Campaigner.)

seen that if the rock is in this universe it is co-joined in In this regard there is a striki_ng_sjmilarit¥ in one

defining that universe and in non-classical process in a respect between the electron and man. As we find
million ways. It's only a relatively more durable them now, they are embedded within _p.rocess

mirage (and then only for non-relativistic observers) development in relatively fixed gross structural

than any of the others.Then the truth will be out-- the forms. Howeverj their part!_cipation i__free__ene_rgy
universe is o_ne indivisfbl_e self-developing process generation involves higher levels of organization

(an__ddit's no hla__phe_my to se_n_4t--___berack to th__fJ_ion_ -__m_a_ly .alI-_i s_ti:i_t_-eii__ti_t_¢_-_veL-

_ torgx_c,h_. For example, the_pr_ocess of expanded re p__oducti0n at !
_' Can this phenomenology be expressed in compact, the social level is associated with the yet to be

coherent conceptual terms? And can we get down to understood manifold ofphy_sico-chemical correlates of

doing physics with it? If the answer is yes, this is the the advancing levels of individual mentation. For the

way forward. What is wanted is a.a"theoretical elecSon, there is the yet to be achieved theoretical
; apparatus_which can account for the relative unification of electromagnetism and gravitation as a

_x '_ "u_I'_ability (in po_c_ptla.) nf cprtain micro -- and historically evolved rfllationship_: The discrete entity
_. ,!'-_aacro -- "objects", the quantum effects, and the is thus both the "fossil" resultant of -- as well as the

, relativistic domain -- but which indicates how these active agency for -- expande_l auto-differentiation of

i .c_ limit a_nnd_mit each other_ and ._at_llty_
•subsumes them as limiting cases of a fundamentally (Another way of putting this is that the discrete
indivisible universe. "- micro-entity expresses itself both in 1. differentially

" The fundamenta_-f't_T'_berration of practically all the metastable states of non-analytical holism, and 2.
quantum theorists which has blocked the wanted mediated processes of hyper-geometric evolution.
advance arises from their dismal ignorance of (or These aspects must be "enfolded" in an appropriate

hostility to) the centuries long struggle in philosophy, theory.
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(For an example of the first (holism) in biology, the there can be only a "projected" electron) will provide
reader is referred to the discussion by the biologist the conceptions adequate to subsume the quantum
Weiss on the non-reductionist relationship between behavior and theory•

any organism and its sub-systems, with the obvious in term.s of quantum mechanics....... and micro-phYSiCS.
implications which this must have for eco-systemic then,_the "paradoxes__arjsin_ Frnm the new
dynamics. (36) Work on the second has been done by l"estriction of the old energy continuum to discrete

the French mathematician Them, whose advances in values, and the newo smearingput _ of the OM discrete
differential topology provide mathematical models p_a__rticle0ver_-me con__tinuuminterval_aremere]y_the
for various types of biological discontinuities or mischief to be expected when_the rea!.wor!disma_ed "
branchings. , onto the artificial universe comprised _of the

(In physics one of the most accessible examples is unstructured _pint and the unilinear continuum.
provided by nuclear structure; all extrapolations of It has been pointed out by Bunge that the vaunted

component nucleon behavior to composite models Uncertainty Principle is not where the "uncertainty"
break down at some point. Bohm has also recently basically resides, but in fact indicates how to better

provided a useful heurism: the hologram represents a specify or narrow the range of uncertainty of some
whole unto a whole, or all point into each point, non- dynamical variable. (38) Probabilistic spreads are a •

affine transformation (in this case for a vector field) feature,of the quantum formalism in general, given
rather than the point to point (or small area into small that the micro-entity is mathematically described by

area) transformation properties of the lens.(37) an "interaction" Hamiltonian in the discrete Hilbert
Clearly, we must think more deeply about the concept space.
of the particle as a "source" compared to how that Certainty and uncertainty co-exist in this context in
term is commonly used in classical and quantum field the form of the conceptually contradictory theories
theories.) proposed to account for the properties of the micro-

i_ i,_ T_ the "elementary" particles, whether stable entity. For example, one can obtain the Schroedinger
_t_ or uns_ble-,m_non-slmpletopologlcal structu--r-_ Equation for the electron from models as widely

_! as _ _intersections of c0ml_le_. _ _ _ divergent as l. a purely stochastic dynamic variable

_ particle is the representative discrete expression of approach, (39) or 2. well-defined structures derived
_, matter as a whole durin_ some appropriate ~ from relativistic classical fields. One is tempted to ar-

_ parametric (e.g., space-time) interval of that whole, gue that they cancel by symmetry.
_/ and in turn alters that whole in _alL_iIl structural What is wanted to supercede the uncertainty notions

concomitants. The physic aal universe is self-reflexive is a more advanced conception of how the co-mingling

i_ or..it.is nothing._ of levels produces qualitatively different new levels.
_" (For example, the three cases of a "free" proton and

First Step electron, a hydrogen atom, and a neutron.) This would
also clarify the relative importance or non-

Thus, there is no contradiction between manifest importance in various contexts of experimental
discrete structure and changing laws of the universe intervention, and so eliminate the vicious operational-

_.g._, changing yalues of ,the universal constants_, ism which pictures the micro-entity as being
Whatnee--d_to b-e_p%_fied is i_0w the various particle "conjured up" by the physicist.

populations developed in conjunction with primordial Only with a more advanced overall conception can a
field manifolds, which ih turn altered the overall theory be produced which differentiates itself by
structure, including the very conditions for particle suggesting an appropriate "crucial experiment" for
stabilization, and expanded process development, testing its validity. This is the objective to which must
Such considerations provide the skeleton for a be applied the combined, sustained efforts of at least

unification of cosmological and all mediating sub- general relativity theorists and differential
levels down to the microscopic, topologists.

For._the case _immediately athand, the__first__step will The corollary to the discussion above is that the

likely involve the unification__o] _rAvitation _nd normal concept of energy in terms of Hamiltonians,
electromagnetism in the context of the macro- mass, etc-is a secondary, derivative (though hardly

stability of the electron• An advanced theory (e.g. epiphenomenal) aspect of overall physical process•

_ed to (he prot(;n and neutron) will in turn ; Within a un!verse of unalterable law s tpta! energy
immediately provide a coherent conception of __efiXedbytherelationshipE-mc2form_ss.ive _

integrality of higher level structures such as the _ partic!es and E=hv_,fQr_m_ass-Ae_ssones_b_Lthi_isn0t
hydrogen atom, and more importantly, the nucleus• .the case if, say, c and h are variable. For the case of a
The reflexive structural changes produced in the .fixed universe, _mmortal interactions Or forces of

• __ o,_o
directly mediated "particle" (even in the H atom various sorts woum on!y causelchanges in m or
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which conserve.... total energy content as expressed by, mere extrapolation of the circumstances of the origin-
tho_eractions. B__utE=m.c 2 follows__........ _ from_ the spe- al world-moment in a simply continuous or

cial relativistic.,_ ........world -- a straightforward four approximately self-reproducing way. From this
'dimensional manifold without in uirin into,_ -- q __ vantage point, the difference between the positions of

_pternal (or total) structure, and also expresses Heisenberg and Planck on the causality principle is

pr_operties t h_aatare unrelatedto)'deeper'i= !or ....higher) analogous to the difference between Senators Mondale
structure, since v isan index for a simple space r ota- and Goldwater on Rockefeller's fascist programs.

tion group which is merely transformed into a similar In this respect quantum mechanics is npt essentially
grou-pevenufider inelastic scattering. .... different from classical mechanics in terms of the

But it must be just the elaborated micro-structure predictable correlation of final conditions and initial
conditions. (This is where unreformed determinists,

which is connected to universal order and supra- such as the Soviets, usually breathe a sigh of relief and
energetic measures of development of that order.

stop.) The point, however, is that in either case the

Thus, not only is the Second Law of Thermodynamics internal aspects of the "initial-final" correlation must
invalid in the broadest contexts, but so is the First
"Law! ............. be epistemologically consistent with the longer term
,_ change in the general structure of the universe as a

The question of "causality", which we have seen as whole and all sub-processes. Or, to paraphrase Hegel,
pivotal in the 1920s, must likewise be subsumed under discreteness in general is the crucial manifestation of

the more advanced general conditions for coherence, a universein _,hich noparticuiar form of discreteness

Since these cannot ultimately be reduced to. any isabso_te/_preser_'_ed. ....
purely formal representation, there can be no a priori When that is understood, the squabbles between the
formulations of the type "if A, then B," since the very mechanists (whether classical determinists or

materialization of "A" means that there is no longer quantum spontaneists) will give way to the dialectical
an "A-like" universe. There can only be particular comprehension of the interplay between freedom and
circumstances under which the meta-invariance of a necessity throughout the whole history and expanse of

sub-universe is such that it closely approximates the the negentropic universe.
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